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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

Extraction and processing of uranium ore during the Cold-War era have left many sites 

around the world contaminated with uranium. Leaching of uranium into the groundwater is of 

major concern because oxidized uranium, U(VI), is toxic, soluble, and therefore mobile in 

subsurface environments where the majority of contamination resides.  Uranium [U(VI)] can be 

immobilized from water by its reduction from UO2
2+ to insoluble U(IV) oxide, and 

biostimulation by the addition of carbon substrates has been shown to stimulate the microbial 

reduction of U(VI) in contaminated subsurface environments.  However, in order to develop 

effective bioremediation strategies for contaminant metals, the microbial communities and 

mechanisms controlling metal reduction need to be better understood, especially in acidic 

subsurface environments.   

This dissertation research used an array of microbiological and geochemical techniques 

to examine metal reduction in materials from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Natural and 

Accelerated Bioremediation Research (NABIR)'s Field Research Center (FRC), in Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, where subsurface sediments are cocontaminated with high levels of U(VI) and 

nitrate. The combination of low pH and high concentrations of nitrate and radionuclides in an 

aerobic subsurface environment is representative of many sites within the U.S. nuclear weapons 

complex managed by the DOE. Thus, results are not only important for bioremediation research 

at the FRC but can also be applied to other sites.   

Iron(III)-reducing bacteria (FeRB)  have been demonstrated to rapidly catalyze U(VI) 

reduction and Fe(III) is an abundant electron acceptor in uranium-contaminated subsurface 

sediments. Thus, FeRB communities were the focus of this dissertation. The abundance, 

diversity, and activity of indigenous metal-reducing microbial communities likely to contribute 

to uranium reduction was examined in the field and under more controlled conditions in the 

laboratory.   



 x 

 In chapter one, a combination of cultivation-dependent and cultivation-independent 

microbiological techniques were utilized to characterize metal-reducing bacteria in FRC 

subsurface sediments.  Iron(III)-reducing enrichment cultures were initiated  from pristine and 

contaminated (high in uranium, nitrate; low pH) subsurface sediments at pH 7 and pH (4-5).  In 

selected enrichments, nitrate contamination was removed from the sediment by washing. Using a 

most probable number (MPN) approach and a range of different carbon sources (glycerol, 

acetate, lactate, or glucose), sediments of lower pH typically yielded lower counts of FeRB 

except when glucose was utilized as an electron donor in acidic enrichments.  Phylogenetic 

analysis of the 16S rRNA gene sequences extracted from the highest positive MPN dilutions 

revealed that the predominant members of Fe(III)-reducing consortia cultured from pristine 

background sediments were closely related to the family Geobacteraceae, whereas  a recently 

characterized Fe(III)-reducer (Anaeromyxobacter) and organisms not previously shown to reduce 

Fe(III) (Paenibacillus, Brevibacillus) predominated the Fe(III)-reducing consortia of 

contaminated sediments. Analysis of enrichment cultures using terminal restriction fragment 

length polymorphism (T-RFLP) strongly supported the cloning and sequencing results. 

Enrichment cultures of Fe(III)-reducers from contaminated sites were also shown to rapidly 

reduce millimolar amounts of U(VI) in comparison to killed controls. Using DNA extracted 

directly from the subsurface sediments, quantitative analysis of 16S rRNA gene sequences with 

MPN-PCR indicated that Geobacteraceae sequences were one to two orders of magnitude less 

abundant in contaminated as compared to pristine environments.  In contrast, Anaeromyxobacter 

sequences were more abundant in contaminated sediments.  Thus, results from a combination of 

cultivation-based and cultivation-independent approaches indicate that the abundance/ 

community composition of Fe(III)-reducing consortia in subsurface sediments is dependent upon 

geochemical parameters (pH, nitrate concentration) and microorganisms capable of producing 

spores (gram positives) or spore-like bodies (Anaeromyxobacter) were representative of acidic 

subsurface environments. 

In chapter two, microbial communities were studied in sediment microcosms under near 

in situ conditions in order to establish rates of respiration and to assess which environmental 

parameters might be governing activity. Rates of nitrate reduction, metal reduction, and electron 

donor utilization were measured in acidic subsurface sediments across a range of environmental 

variables (pH, nitrate) relevant to bioremediation.  Microbial activity was minimal at pH 5 or 
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below and in the absence of added electron donor, indicating that acidity is a master variable 

controlling microbial metabolism in FRC sediments, while high nitrate concentrations were not 

found to be toxic to microorganisms.  In microcosms of neutral pH sediment and neutralized 

acidic sediment, similar, rapid rates of terminal-electron-accepting pathways were observed. The 

pathways of nitrate reduction were dictated by sediment pH, as denitrification predominated in 

glucose-amended sediments originating from neutral pH zones, whereas in neutralized acidic 

microcosms, metabolism shifted to dissimilatory nitrate reduction (to ammonium). Electron 

donors were determined to stimulate microbial metabolism leading to metal reduction in the 

following order: glucose >  ethanol > lactate > hydrogen.  A mass balance of carbon equivalents 

was obtained in glucose- and ethanol-amended microcosms.  In neutralized acidic sediments 

amended with glucose, 50 to 60 % of carbon equivalents were recovered as fermentation 

products (mainly as acetate) and glucose-amended microcosms showed the highest iron 

reduction activity, while the extended presence of ethanol seemed to hinder iron reduction.  The 

presence of bicarbonate greatly increased both nitrate and iron reduction activity in glucose-

amended microcosms, more so than raising the pH by washing.  Washing did increase iron 

reduction in glucose-amended microcosms as compared to neutralized acidic sediments, 

indicating that soluble toxins may somehow decrease iron reduction potential.   

For the first time, rates of metal reduction and electron donor utilization were measured 

in acidic subsurface sediments across a range of environmental variables (pH, nitrate) relevant to 

bioremediation. In concurrence with previous studies of neutrophilic uranium-contaminated 

subsurface environments, metal reduction in the acidic subsurface did not occur until after nitrate 

was depleted to low levels in response to pH neutralization and carbon substrate addition. 

Through quantification of the rates and pathways of terminal-electron-accepting pathways in 

acidic subsurface sediments, we provide important inputs for reaction-based biogeochemical 

models that will greatly aid in the development of in situ radionuclide remediation strategies. 

In chapter 3, a pure culture of Fe(III)-reducing bacteria isolated from the FRC subsurface 

was further examined for its ability to reduce U(VI).  Uranium measurements were conducted 

using a Kinetic Phosphorescence Analyzer, which was cross-calibrated using alpha spectrometry. 

The uranium reduction ability of isolate FRC32, was compared to a known uranium-reducing 

organism, Geobacter metallireducens.  FRC32 was tested under various cultivation conditions, 

including a range of uranium and cell concentrations and up to 90% of 0.1-5 mM uranium was 



 xii 

reduced.  However, reduction in killed-control cultures suggests either a strong potential for 

abiotic reduction or the ability to form spores. Thus, the potential for uranium reduction was 

observed, but further research is necessary to determine which environmental parameters are 

controlling uranium transformation by this organism.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

The continued exploitation and depletion of the Earth's natural resources underscores the 

need to preserve and manage critical resources such as drinking water. While many human 

activities generate wastes that contaminate groundwater, the production of nuclear warheads 

during the Cold War created a contamination problem that is particularly large in scope, whereby 

dangerous radionuclides resistant to degradation were concentrated within the subsurface.  These 

toxins can become mobilized, leach into the groundwater, and contaminate drinking water 

reservoirs.  Over 120 sites in the United States are contaminated with radionuclides as well as 

other toxic chemicals used in the production of nuclear weapons, and the sites encompass 4.75 x 

1011 gallons of contaminated groundwater in 5700 plumes and 7.5x107 m3 of contaminated 

sediments (Lloyd et al., 2000). Overall, radioactive wastes have contaminated over 7200 square 

kilometers of soils and groundwater surrounding many U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 

research and laboratory sites (Linking Legacies Report, 1997).  

Uranium is the most abundant radionuclide present at these sites. In nuclear weapons 

production, the fissile isotope 235U is acquired through mining and enriching processes, as natural 

uranium only has small amounts (0.7%) of 235U.  Mining and extraction processes along with 

reactor decontamination generate acidic wastes contaminated with high amounts of dissolved 

uranium. In groundwaters, dissolved uranium is typically in the most oxidized state and is highly 

soluble (Suzuki and Banfield, 1999).  Dissolved uranium poses a large threat to aquifer water 

supplies because it is chemically toxic as well as radioactive, exhibiting half-lives ranging from 

247,000 to 4.5 billion years, depending on the isotope (NABIR website, Jan, 1999). Uranium can 

cause various cancers, including leukemia, and internal organ malfunctions if ingested through 

contaminated drinking water.  

Increasing concern about the fate of uranium in contaminated areas prompted the 

Department of Energy to sponsor the Natural and Accelerated Bioremediation Research 
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(NABIR) Program to provide a scientific foundation for the remediation of metal contaminants 

in subsurface environments. Further, the Field Research Center (FRC) located in Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, was established by the DOE to facilitate the convergence of multidisciplinary 

research groups to develop bioremediation strategies. In this dissertation, contaminated 

subsurface sediments from the FRC were used in a series of experiments designed to optimize  in 

situ bioremediation strategies for radioactive metal contaminants.  At the FRC, uranium was 

once enriched for the production of nuclear warheads, and wastes were dumped into four unlined 

trenches (S-3 ponds) near the Y-12 plant, each having a capacity of 9.5 million liters of waste 

(Brooks, 2001). Waste ponds have since been capped.  However, a large plume containing high 

levels of uranium, acid, and nitrate continues to emanate from the ponds contaminating 

subsurface sediments and groundwater within at least a few hundred-meter radius. The dominant 

contaminants in the FRC subsurface include: radionuclides (uranium and technicium) toxic 

metals (nickel, aluminum, barium, chromium, mercury), chelating agents (EDTA), chlorinated 

hydrocarbons (TCE, perchloroethylene), polychlorinated biphenyls, and fuel hydrocarbons 

(toluene, benzene) (http://www.lbl.gov/NABIR/).  This combination of low pH and high 

concentrations of nitrate, radionuclides, and organic contaminants in an aerobic subsurface 

environment is representative of many U.S. nuclear weapons complex sites managed by the DOE 

and sites located throughout eastern Europe. Thus, our results are not only important for 

bioremediation research at the FRC but can also be applied to other sites around the world.  

Bioremediation is a process by which organisms are utilized to transform harmful or 

toxic substances into less harmful forms. In situ bioremediation can be achieved by the 

stimulation of microorganisms indigenous to a particular site.  In the case of radionuclide 

contaminants such as uranium, remediation is facilitated by the microbially-catalyzed reduction 

of an oxidized and mobile chemical to a reduced and stabilized form. Microorganisms are 

“biostimulated” in situ through the addition of electron donors, neutralizing agents, and / or 

added nutrients. At the FRC, the target of the biostimulation projects is to stimulate indigenous 

microbial communities to biologically reduce and immobilize the soluble uranium leaching out 

of the contaminated ponds. 

Soluble uranium is hexavalent, U(VI), and usually present as the uranyl ion (UO2
+2). 

Uranyl is soluble at all pHs and in most natural surface and groundwater, U(VI) is in form of 

uranyl – carbonate complexes.  When this form is reduced, it becomes U(IV) or uraninite , a 
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highly insoluble mineral commonly found in ore deposits (Suzuki and Banfield, 1999). In it’s 

reduced state, uranium contamination is immobilized and less likely to leach into the 

groundwater. Therefore, stimulating microbial U(VI) reduction could potentially immobilize 

uranium contamination and prevent its migration through the subsurface. 

In 1992, uranium was first shown to be reduced and precipitated extracellularly through 

microbial enzymatic processes involving electron transport through a respiratory chain (Lovley 

et al., 1992).  Enzymatically-catalyzed uranium reduction tends to be much faster than abiological 

uranium reduction reactions (Lovley et al, 1992).  Iron-reducing bacteria (FeRB) and sulfate-

reducing bacteria (SRB) are the most well known organisms capable enzymatic uranium 

reduction. Pure cultures of dissimilatory FeRB including many members of the Shewanella and 

Geobacter families have been demonstrated to rapidly reduce U(VI) (Lovley and Phillips, 1991, 

Truex et al., 1997). A subset of respiratory FeRB, Geobacter metallireducens and Shewanella 

putrefaciens, were shown to grow using U(VI) as an electron acceptor at rates comparable to 

Fe(III) respiration (Lovley et al., 1991).  Fermentative Fe(III)-reducers such as Clostridium have 

also been shown to reduce uranium (Lovley, 2000). As for the SRB, a variety of Desulfovibrios 

and a single gram positive Desulfotomaculum strain have been shown to reduce uranium (Lovley 

and Phillips, 1992; Lovley et al., 1993b; Lovley et al., 1993c; Tebo et al., 1998). Tebo and 

Obraztsova (1998) further observed that Desulfotomaculum reducens, which is a gram positive 

spore forming SRB, could grow using U(VI) as an electron acceptor. 

In the terrestrial subsurface, FeRB are likely to outcompete SRB because oxidized iron is 

often the most abundant electron acceptor available under anoxic conditions, providing a 

metabolic advantage for FeRB (Lovley, 1995).  Thus, FeRB are thought to have a higher 

bioremediation potential in uranium-contaminated subsurface sediments lacking sulfate.  Studies 

have indicated that the stimulation of these organisms to promote the microbial catalysis of 

U(VI) is a promising bioremediation strategy (Finneran et al., 2002a; Lovley, 1995).  

While the most direct and fastest uranium transformations are biological mechanisms, 

U(VI) reduction and U(IV) oxidation may be also be catalyzed by indirect (chemical) 

mechanisms occurring in the sediment.  The products of microbial Fe(III) and sulfate reduction, 

Fe(II) and hydrogen sulfide, can react abiotically to reduce U(VI) (Liger et al., 1999; 

Mohagheghi et al., 1985) (Fig 1). Naturally-occurring organic matter was also shown to reduce 

uranium, but at very low rates (Disnar and Sureau, 1989).  In addition, Fe(III) and the by-
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products of nitrate reduction can remobilize or reoxidize U(IV)(Finneran et al., 2002c; Senko et 

al., 2002). Therefore, sediment chemistry can greatly affect any bioremediation strategy.  

 The development of successful bioremediation strategies for uranium contamination 

requires an understanding of uranium-reducing microorganisms as well as the physicochemical 

parameters that determine their activities and the chemistry of the surrounding sediment.  

Geochemical variables that are important in regulating subsurface microbial activity include pH, 

contaminant concentrations, and the availability of electron donors and acceptors (Lovley and 

Phillips, 1992; Lovley and Anderson, 2000; Chapelle and Lovley, 2002). SRB have been shown 

to reduce uranium at more rapid rates when sulfate is available for concurrent reduction (Spear et 

al., 2000).  High concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, and copper were observed to inhibit uranium 

reduction (Ganesh et al., 1999), likely due to high ionic strength, toxicity effects, or by 

competition between uranium and alternative electron acceptors (Ganesh et al., 1999; 

Shelobolina et al., 2004).  

At the Field Research Center, high levels of uranium and nitrate co-occur due to the use 

of nitric acid as a rinseate while cleaning enrichment machinery. The presence of nitrate changes 

the redox potential of the subsurface, potentially inhibiting microbial iron reduction (Anderson 

and Lovley, 1997).  Recent studies have shown that only after nitrate is completely consumed 

can FeRB catalyze U(VI) and Fe(III) reduction in contaminated subsurface sediments at neutral 

pH (Holmes et al., 2002; Finneran et al., 2002c; Istok et al., 2004; North et al., 2004). The type 

and amount of organic compounds present have the potential to greatly influence uranium 

reduction rates in both iron- and sulfate- reducing bacteria (Ganesh et al., 1997). Therefore, the 

above mentioned geochemical parameters must be incorporated into strategies for the 

biostimulation of U(VI) reduction in the FRC subsurface (Fig 1). 

 At uranium-contaminated sites throughout the world, the use of nitric and/or sulfuric 

acids during extraction has significantly lowered the pH of subsurface sediments and 

groundwaters. Though the impact of pH on uranium reduction has not been studied in detail, low 

pH is well known to hinder microbial activity through the inactivation of enzymes and a 

disruption in proton motive force (Langworthy, 1978; Baronofsky et al., 1984). While both SRB 

and FeRB have been enriched from acidic sediments, the study of acidic anaerobic respiration is 

only beginning (Johnson and McGinness, 1991; Fortin and Beveridge, 1997; Fortin et al., 2000; 

Küsel et al., 1999; Kusel et al., 2001; Küsel et al., 2002).  No pure cultures of SRB have been 
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shown to grow below pH 5, and only a few pure cultures of FeRB are available which grow at 

low pH (Johnson and McGinness, 1991, Küsel et al., 1999).   

More evidence is available which links the presence of FeRB to U(VI) reduction in the 

subsurface.  Of the FeRB that have been linked to in situ bioremediation studies, the best studied 

organisms are members of the family Geobacteraceae.  Several studies have detected an 

increased abundance of Geobacter along with the concurrent reduction of U(VI) and Fe(III) 

when an electron donor was added to contaminated sediments (Holmes et al., 2002; Finneran et 

al., 2002a; Anderson et al., 2003; Istok et al., 2004; North et al., 2004).   Chang et al. (2001) 

associated SRB such as Desulfotomaculum-related organisms with U(VI) reduction potential, 

whereas Anderson et al. (2003) observed that the onset of sulfate-reducing conditions led to a 

cessation in U(VI) activity.    

Much of the above mentioned mechanistic data on uranium reduction was collected in the 

lab or in subsurface environments at neutral pH, and the acidic subsurface is likely to contain 

different functional groups of microorganisms and/ or different metabolic controls.  In addition, 

the optimal conditions for remediation remain to be discerned for all uranium-contaminated 

environments, at both acidic and neutral pHs.  Since acidic conditions are often the rule rather 

the exception where uranium contamination is found, this dissertation seeks to enumerate and 

characterize metal-reducing microbial communities in acidic subsurface sediments contaminated 

with U(VI). Overall hypotheses were: 1.) microbial metabolism is limited by low pH, high 

nitrate concentrations, and a paucity of carbon substrates in the contaminated FRC subsurface, 

and 2.) upon biostimulation, indigenous iron(III)-reducing bacteria will catalyze the reduction 

and immobilization of uranium.  

This dissertation addresses the rates, pathways, and community dynamics of the 

microorganisms responsible for organic matter oxidation linked to metal reduction pathways in 

the uranium- contaminated sediments of the FRC.  A combination of cultivation-based and 

molecular techniques were used to quantify and characterize Fe(III)-reducing bacterial consortia 

from acidic subsurface sediments. In addition, incubation experiments were utilized to 

understand the potential pathways and controlling parameters of terminal-electron-accepting 

pathways. Iron-reducing organisms were isolated and tested for their ability to reduce uranium. 

Through elucidation of metal-reducing bacterial communities and the sediment properties 
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controlling their activity, results will aid in the development of bioremediation strategies for 

uranium contaminated subsurface sediments.  
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ENUMERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF IRON(III)-REDUCING 

MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES FROM ACIDIC SUBSURFACE SEDIMENTS 

CONTAMINATED WITH URANIUM(VI) 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

As a byproduct of weapons production during the cold war era, large amounts of toxic 

and radioactive wastes have contaminated over 7200 square kilometers of soils and groundwater 

surrounding many U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) research and laboratory sites (Department 

of Energy, 1997).  The most predominant radionuclide contaminant found in these areas is 

uranium, which is chemically toxic and has half-lives ranging from 247,000 to 4.5 billion years, 

depending on the isotope (Natural and Accelerated Bioremediation Research [NABIR] website, 

January 1999, http://www.lbl.gov.NABIR/). Thus, there is increasing concern about the fate of 

uranium in contaminated areas.  

The microbial catalysis of U(VI) reduction is a promising strategy for the potential 

remediation of uranium-contaminated groundwaters (Finneran et al., 2002a; Lovley, 1995).  

Upon reduction, the highly soluble and mobile U(VI) is converted to insoluble U(IV) which 

precipitates from groundwater.  Therefore, stimulating microbial U(VI) reduction could 

potentially immobilize uranium contamination and prevent its migration through the subsurface. 

Dissimilatory Fe (III)-reducing bacteria (FeRB) and sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) 

comprise the two major groups of microorganisms which are capable of U(VI) reduction 

(Lovley, 1995; Lovley, 2000; Lovley and Anderson, 2000).   Bacterial U(VI) reduction may be 

catalyzed by both direct (enzymatic) and indirect (chemical) mechanisms.  Both the FeRB and 
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SRB utilize U(VI) as an electron acceptor, and a subset of these groups have been shown to 

conserve energy for growth via U(VI) reduction (Lovley and Phillips, 1992; Lovley et al. 1991; 

Lovley et al. 1993b; Lovley et al. 1993c; Tebo and Obraztsova, 1998; Truex et al., 1996).  The 

products of microbial Fe(III) and sulfate reduction, Fe(II) and hydrogen sulfide, can also react 

abiotically to reduce U(VI) (Liger et al., 1999; Mohagheghi et al., 1985).  In the terrestrial 

subsurface, FeRB are likely to outcompete SRB since Fe(III) is usually a much more abundant 

electron acceptor than sulfate in subsurface sediments (Lovley, 2000; Lovley and Anderson, 

2000). Thus, FeRB are thought to have a high bioremediation potential in uranium-contaminated 

subsurface sediments.  

Most previous work on U(VI)-reducing bacteria has been conducted with pure cultures in 

the laboratory.  A few studies have been carried out using cultivation-independent techniques in 

subsurface environments, however these studies have largely been conducted in sediment slurries 

under controlled laboratory conditions or have been limited to studies of groundwater in the 

field. Among known FeRB, members of the Geobacteraceae family of the delta Proteobacteria 

were most often detected in abundance from subsurface environments upon stimulation of 

concurrent U(VI) reduction and Fe(III) reduction through the addition of acetate as an electron 

donor (Finneran et al., 2002a, Holmes et al., 2002). Previous geochemical studies of microbial 

U(VI) reduction in neutrophilic subsurface sediments cocontaminated with nitrate have indicated 

that no net U(VI) reduction occurs until nitrate is reduced.  Once nitrate is depleted, U(VI) and 

Fe(III) are reduced concurrently (Finneran et al., 2002 a&c).  As for the sulfate-reducing 

bacteria, a study in a uranium-contaminated mill tailing site showed a correlation between high 

uranium concentrations and occurrence of Desulfotomaculum-related sequences, suggestive of 

potential in situ uranium biotransformation by sulfate-reducing bacteria (Chang et al., 2001). 

The study of anaerobic bacteria that carry out respiration in acidic environments is in its 

infancy.  Though the impact of pH on uranium reduction has not been studied in detail, low pH is 

well known to hinder microbial activity through the inactivation of enzymes and a disruption in 

proton motive force (Baronofsky et al., 1984; Langworthy, 1978). Both sulfate-reducing bacteria 

and Fe(III)-reducing bacteria have been enriched from acidic sediments (Fortin and Beveridge, 

1997; Fortin et al., 2000; Johnson and McGinness, 1991; Kusel et al., 1999; Kusel et al., 2002; 

Kusel et al., 2001), and a few pure cultures of Fe(III)-reducing bacteria which grow at low pH 
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are available (Johnson and McGinness, 1991, Kusel et al., 1999).  However, to date no sulfate-

reducing bacteria that grow below pH 5 have been isolated. 

Here we have used a combination of cultivation-based and cultivation-independent 

approaches to characterize Fe(III)-reducing bacterial consortia from acidic subsurface sediments. 

Through elucidation of metal-reducing bacterial communities and the sediment properties 

controlling their activity, our observations will aid in the development of bioremediation 

strategies for uranium contaminated subsurface sediments.  

 

 

Methods 

 

 

Site Description and Sampling Procedures: This study focused on contaminated subsurface 

sediments collected from the Field Research Center (FRC) designated by the Natural and 

Accelerated Bioremediation Research (NABIR) program at the Department of Energy.  The FRC 

is located at the Y-12 complex within the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) reservation at 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee.  The contaminated plot lies adjacent to a parking lot, which caps three 

former waste ponds (S-3 ponds) containing uranium and nitric acid waste generated during 

weapons production (coring and well locations given in Fig. 1.1). Contaminated subsurface 

sediments were sampled from the saturated zone of shallow residuum overlying Nolichucky 

Shale, where elevated concentrations of uranium and nitrate have been observed (NABIR 

website, January 1999, http:/www.lbl.gov/NABIR/).   The background area is a pristine site ~163 

hectares in size, located in West Bear Creek Valley, approximately 2 kilometers away from the 

S-3 ponds. 

Sediment cores were sampled on 2/16/01, 5/31/01, and 8/30/01 using an Acker Drill Co. 

(TBD-II), Holegator track drill equipped with polyurethane sleeves lining the corer.  Cores (3.75 

cm in diameter, 182 cm in length) were immediately transferred to a Coy anaerobic chamber 

adjacent to the field sites where they were subsampled under aseptic and strictly anoxic 

conditions using alcohol-rinsed equipment. Samples were sealed under argon, and shipped to 

Florida State University on blue ice via Fed-Ex priority overnight. Groundwater samples of 

approximately 1-liter volume were withdrawn from an injection well approximately 6.4-6.7 m 

deep and 3.0 cm in diameter into airtight bottles for shipment as described above (NABIR 

website, January 1999, http:/www.lbl.gov/NABIR/).  
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Groundwater chemistry: Samples were tested for pH using a calibrated digital pH meter.  

Nitrate analysis was conducted after reduction with V(III) to NO using a chemiluminescence 

detector (Braman and Hendrix, 1989).  A kinetic phosphorescence analyzer, which uses a pulsed 

nitrogen dye laser in conjunction with a complexing solution, was utilized to measure hexavalent 

uranium (Brina and Miller, 1992). 

Solid phase geochemistry: Density, dry / wet ratio, porosity, and percent carbon loss on 

combustion were measured for each sediment core obtained from the background and 

contaminated sites.  The sediment pH was determined by diluting 2 ml of sediment with 2 ml of 

deionized water.  The 1:1 dilution was shaken for 1 hour, centrifuged, and then the pH of the 

supernatant was measured using a calibrated digital pH meter (McLean, 1982).  

Nitrate was extracted from the solid phase using a 1-h extraction with a 1:1 dilution of 

deionized water followed by centrifugation.  The supernatant was then analyzed for nitrate as 

described above.  Poorly crystalline Fe oxide minerals were quantified using a 1-h 0.5 M HCl 

extraction (Kostka and Luther, 1994). Crystalline forms of Fe oxide minerals were determined 

using a 1-h dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate extraction followed by colorimetric determination of 

total Fe (Kostka and Luther, 1994). 

Bacterial enrichment, enumeration, and screening: Iron(III)-reducing bacterial populations 

were enumerated by the three-tube most-probable-number (MPN) assay using serial dilutions of 

sediment in growth medium.  A minimal freshwater medium was prepared and dispensed 

according to Widdel and Bak (1992) into Hungate tubes.  Amorphous Fe(III) oxyhydroxide 

(FeOOH) was prepared as described previously (Lovley and Phillips, 1986).  FeOOH was added 

as the electron acceptor to 50 mM final concentration and FeCl2 was added as a mild reductant 

(Achtnich et al., 1995).  Carbon substrates (lactate, acetate, glycerol, glucose) were added from 

anoxic sterile stock solutions to a final concentration of 10 mM.  MPN tubes were purged with 

either a 90% - 10 % mixture (pH 7 tubes) or 80% - 20% mixture (pH 4-5 tubes) of N2-CO2 gas 

before sealing with a butyl rubber stopper.  

 Selected sediment samples were washed three times using a 10-fold dilution of distilled 

water to eliminate excess nitrate. Samples were centrifuged between washing steps to separate 

sediment and to retain cells from wash water.  Medium prepared at pH 7 was buffered with 

carbonate, and initial medium prepared at pH 5 was buffered with 20 mM acetate.  Later, 

medium for pH 4 to 5 experiments contained no buffer and 10 mM glucose was added as the 
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carbon substrate.  Tubes were incubated at 30 °C in the dark for approximately 10 months.  

Iron(III) reduction activity was scored by visual screening (accumulation of magnetite) and 

colorimetric quantification of accumulated Fe(II) in HCl extracts as described above.  Organic 

acid utilization was quantified  using ion exclusion chromatography (Dionex 600X system).  The 

MPN index was determined to 95% certainty from statistical tables published by the American 

Public Health Association (1969).  Direct cell counts were carried out on sediments using 

acridine orange and epifluorescence microscopy as previously described (Hobbie et al., 1977) 

and modified for sediments (Proctor and Souza, 2001).   

To screen enrichment cultures for U(VI) reduction, inocula were transferred to fresh 

medium (prepared as described above) with 50 mM ferric citrate as the electron acceptor, and 

lactate as the electron donor (10 mM final concentration).  After 1 week, the cells were 

centrifuged and washed three times in an anaerobic 30 mM bicarbonate solution (Gorby and 

Lovley, 1992).   Cells were then transferred to anoxic minimal medium containing 1-10 mM 

uranium as the electron acceptor and a 10 mM concentration of the electron donor. Heat-killed 

controls contained cells that had been autoclaved prior to introduction into the media. The 

cultures were incubated in the dark over a period of 1 to 2 weeks. At specific time points, 

samples were filtered, diluted anaerobically 1:100 with deionized water, and measured for the 

decrease of uranium (VI) with the kinetic phosphorescence analyzer (Gorby and Lovley, 1992). 

Samples were not acidified prior to U(VI) measurements. 

 DNA extraction and 16S rRNA gene analysis in enrichment cultures: Microbial community 

DNA for use in cloning and terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) was 

extracted from enrichment cultures with the Ultra Clean Soil DNA kit (Mo Bio Laboratories, 

Solana Beach, CA).  A variety of MPN dilutions (101, 102, and 103) and transfers (initial, second, 

fifth, and seventh) were utilized for both cloning and T-RFLP analyses to ensure data validity 

and consistency. The contents of each MPN tube were centrifuged, and the resulting pellet was 

used in the extraction; 250 µl of sterile water was extracted in parallel as a control. Immediately 

after extraction, aliquots (1 µl) of DNA were added to PCR reactions for both cloning and T-

RFLP. Bacterial 16S ribosomal genes were amplified from community DNA using primers 8F 

(5’-AGA GTT TGA TCM TGG CTC AG-3’) and 1392R (5’-ACG GGC GGT GTG TRC-3’) as 

previously described (Dojka et al., 1998). 
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The PCR products were cloned using a TOPO TA Cloning kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

California) and screened by digestion with restriction enzyme HaeIII (New England Biolabs, 

Beverly, MA) as previously described (Fernandez et al., 1999). Cloned inserts with unique 

restriction patterns were amplified with M13 primers from whole cells, purified for sequencing 

with QIAquick PCR purification columns (QIAGEN, Valencia, California), and sequenced with 

primers G and H (Liu et al., 1999). Sequences were aligned against close relatives from the 

Ribosomal Database Project with the ARB software package (Strunk and Ludwig, 1997) and 

rRNA secondary structure diagrams. Dendrograms were constructed with ARB and PAUP* 4.0s 

(SinauerAssociates, Sunderland, MA) with only unambiguously aligned nucleotides. 

 For T-RFLP analysis, the bacterial 16S ribosomal genes were amplified from community 

DNA as described above, except that the 8F primer was labeled with the phosphoramidite dye, 5-

hexachlorofluoescein. Amplicons were purified with the QIAGEN QIAquick PCR purification 

columns (QIAGEN), and eluted in 50 µl water. Purified PCR product (100 ng) was digested with 

10 U of HaeIII and MspI (New England Biolabs) at 37°C for 4 hours, followed by a deactivation 

step of 80°C for 15min. Hi-Di Formamide (10 µl) and Genescan-500 Size Standard ROX (1 µl) 

(Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK) were added to each sample. The lengths of the terminal 

restriction fragments were determined with an Applied Biosystems 3100 genetic analyzer and 

Genotyper 3.6 software. 

DNA Extraction, primer design and three-tube MPN-PCR in sediments: Microbial 

community DNA for use in MPN-PCR was extracted directly from the sediment using the RNA-

DNA simultaneous extraction protocol described by Hurt et al., (2001).  The DNA was purified 

twice with a Wizard column (Promega, Madison, WI) and resuspended in 50 µl sterile water.    

 Using the probe design function in the ARB software Package (Strunk and Ludwig, 

1997), a primer set was designed to amplify Anaeromyxobacter- type sequences (60F: 5’-CGA 

GAA AGC CCG CAA GGG T-3’ and 461R: 5’-ATT CGT CCC TCG CGA CAG T-3’). The 

primers were selected to optimize base pairing with target sequences.  Primers used to amplify 

sequences within the Geobacteraceae family (464F and 835R) have already been developed 

(Holmes et al., 2002).  Optimum temperature and cycling parameters were determined to be: an 

initial denaturation step of 94°C for 10 min, followed by 35 cycles of 95°C (30 s), 56.5°C (30 s), 

and 72°C (45 s) with a final extension step of 72°C for 10 min.  To test primer specificity, each 

primer set was compared to the sequences available in the RDP (Maidak et al., 1996) and 
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GenBank databases using the PROBE_CHECK (RDP) and BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) 

algorithms.   

 The relative abundances of 16S rRNA gene sequences closely related to the Geobacter- 

and Anaeromyxobacter-type sequences were determined from DNA directly extracted from Field 

Research Center sediments with an MPN-PCR technique as previously described (Sykes et al., 

1992).  Serial 10-fold dilutions of extracted DNA were made in sterile water, and 1 µl aliquots 

were used as the template in the PCR.  The PCR conditions were as stated above.  PCR products 

were analyzed by gel electrophoresis in 1% agarose gels, stained in an ethidium bromide bath, 

and visualized by ultraviolet transillumination.  The highest dilution that yielded product was 

noted, and a standard three-tube MPN chart was consulted in order to determine the number of 

16S rRNA gene copies per gram of sediment extracted. 

 

 

Results 

 

 

Geochemical variables.  Groundwater chemistry showed substantial differences between the 

contaminated and background sites sampled, with the contaminated site showing lower pH 

values and higher nitrate and uranium concentrations (Table 1.1).   The contrast between sites 

was more pronounced when comparing sediment parameters (pH and extractable nitrate 

concentrations). The pH values of background cores were on average 1.8 units higher than the 

pH values of the contaminated cores (Table 1.2).  The extractable nitrate was on average two to 

four orders of magnitude higher in the contaminated cores than in the background cores (Table 

1.2).  Therefore, the contaminated area of the Field Research Center is an "extreme" geochemical 

environment relative to the pristine background area.    

Between the two sample sites, similar ranges in porosity (0.23 to 0.49), wet density (1.4 

to 2.1 g cm-3), and organic carbon content (4.2 to 5.1%) were observed (Table 1.2).  Solid phase 

Fe concentrations extractable in HCl ranged from 4 to 26 µmol cm-3 with the majority of HCl - 

Fe being oxidized (Table 1.2).  The reduced iron within these HCl extractions ranged from 

negligible to 5.7 µmol/cm3 - (data not shown).  Dithionite-extractable Fe concentrations were an 

order of magnitude higher than HCl-Fe, ranging from 260.7 to 503.5 µmol cm-3 (Table 1.2).  At 

similar depths below surface, extractable Fe concentrations showed very similar ranges between 

contaminated and background sites.  
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FeRB enumeration experiments: The MPN data is summarized in Figure 1.2, for all cores and 

carbon sources tested where cell counts greater than or equal to twenty cells ml-1 were observed. 

Background MPN counts were of the same magnitude as contaminated MPN counts.  Iron(III) 

was completely reduced as indicated by the quantification of the accumulation of 25 to 35 mM 

Fe(II) in all of the positive Fe(III)-reducing enrichment cultures, including primary enrichments 

and successive transfers.  In neutrophilic enrichments, the utilization of organic acids (acetate, 

lactate) coupled to Fe(III) reduction was also confirmed. By comparison, little or no Fe(III) 

reduction occurred in killed controls or control cultures to which no carbon substrate was added.  

At the background site, growth was detected in 87% of Fe(III)-reducing enrichments at 

pH 7 and 53% of Fe(III)-reducing enrichments at pH 4 to 5.  In background enrichments at pH 7, 

all cores tested showed some growth, and counts were typically higher than the pH 5 

enrichments (Fig. 1.2). In pH 4 to 5 enrichments, the highest counts were observed from 

enrichments utilizing lactate as the carbon source (Fig. 1.2B). In these Fe(III)-reducing 

enrichments with lactate as the sole carbon source, acetate was produced from lactate at close to 

a 1:1 ratio.  No other organic acids were produced during lactate utilization.  No substantial 

difference was observed for the growth / activity of background enrichments between washed 

and unwashed sediment treatments. 

In contrast, a general decrease in viability was detected as a lack of activity in 

enrichments from acidic, contaminated sediments, and nitrate removal had a large influence on 

the abundance of iron(III)-reducing bacteria cultivated from contaminated sediments.  Growth 

was detected in only 37% of all pH 7 enrichments from acidic, contaminated sediment.  No 

growth was detected at pH 7 from cores 28 and 31 with glycerol, lactate, or acetate as a carbon 

substrate.  The highest counts from neutrophilic enrichments were obtained from contaminated 

sediment cores 30 and 32.  When nitrate was removed from contaminated sediments by washing, 

substantially higher counts were observed in comparison to those from unwashed sediment (only 

enrichments from washed sediments are depicted in Fig. 1.2A because all unwashed sediment 

enrichments yielded counts of < 20 cells ml-1).  

As determined for cultures from background sediments, the utilization of organic acids in 

neutrophilic Fe(III)-reducing enrichments from contaminated sediments  paralleled the 

accumulation of  Fe(II).  Also, when lactate was the carbon source, acetate was produced in a 1:1 

ratio with lactate utilization, and no other organic acids were detected in cultures.  All pH 4 to 5 
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enrichments from contaminated cores with acetate as a buffer and glycerol, lactate, or acetate as 

a carbon source showed negligible growth.  Without the acetate buffer, pH 4 to 5 contaminated 

enrichments amended with glucose (core 32) yielded growth in 44% of the unwashed 

enrichments and 100% of the washed enrichments (Fig. 1.2B).   

Direct counts: Direct counting of both the background and the contaminated sediments yielded 

similar numbers of bacteria from both sites, ranging from 1.58 * 107 to 8.33 * 107 cells / ml.  

Screening for U(VI) Reduction: Three neutral Fe(III)-reducing enrichment cultures from the 

contaminated Field Research Center subsurface were tested for uranium(VI) reduction. 

Enrichments from contaminated sites 27, 30, and 32 showed substantial reduction of U(VI)  in 

comparison to heat killed controls (Fig. 1.3).  Up to 50% of 4 to 6 mM uranium(VI) was reduced 

in less than 48 hours.  Addition of approximately 6 mM uranyl acetate changed the growth 

medium in the test tubes to a yellowish color.  In cultures containing live cells, this yellow color 

turned clear over the course of the experiment, and the color change was accompanied by the 

formation of a brown/ black precipitate suggestive of the removal of soluble uranium(VI) from 

solution and transformation to insoluble uranium(IV).  The cultures containing the heat-killed 

cells did not change color or form additional precipitate, suggesting no reduction of uranium(VI) 

to uranium(IV).  

Microbial Community Composition of Fe(III)-reducing Enrichments: There were marked 

differences in phylotypes observed in Fe(III)-reducing bacterial enrichments from background 

compared to contaminated sediment (Fig. 1.4).  From the background sediment enrichments 

cultivated at neutral pH, 76% of all the 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained from three 

enrichments were closely related to the family Geobacteraceae within the delta Proteobacteria. 

Three groups of clone sequences were found in the Geobacteraceae family, with 15% sequence 

variability between them (Fig. 1.5).  All of the 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained from lactate-

amended enrichments and 48% of the 16S rRNA gene sequences from acetate-amended 

enrichments fell within the Geobacteraceae family.  The remaining sequences from acetate-

amended enrichments were related to the common soil Proteobacteria, Pseudomonas rhodesiae 

and Burkholderia graminis.  In the enrichments using glycerol as a carbon source, 86% of the 

cloned sequences fell within the Geobacteraceae family while the remaining sequences were 

closely related to Pantoea agglomerans, a facultative anaerobe capable of dissimilatory metal 

reduction (Francis et al., 2000).  
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 In contrast to the neutral pH enrichments from background sediments, no 

Geobacteraceae-related sequences were detected in contaminated neutral pH sediment 

enrichments. Forty-four percent of all 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained from seven 

enrichments were greater than 96% similar to Anaeromyxobacter dehalogenans (Fig. 1.4 and 

1.5) a dissimilatory Fe(III)-reducing bacterium recently isolated from surficial aquatic sediments 

(Sanford et al., 2002; He and Sanford, 2003) and rice paddy soils (Treude et al., 2003). Ninety 

percent of the sequences obtained from neutral acetate-amended enrichments were related to A. 

dehalogenans, while only 61% were related to A. dehalogenans in lactate enrichments.  The 

remaining 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained from the pH 7 lactate enrichments were related to 

the gram-positive genus Anaerosinus, an obligate anaerobe previously isolated from freshwater 

sediments (Schauder and Schink, 1989; Strompl et al., 1999). Enrichments at pH 7 with glycerol 

as a carbon source were the most diverse (Fig. 1.4).  In addition to 16S rRNA sequences closely 

related to Anaeromyxobacteria dehalogenans, there were also sequences related to several gram-

positive organisms such as: Desulfitobacterium frappieri and Desulfitobacterium 

chlororespirans, Paenibacillus curdlanolyticus, and Clostridium celerecrescens (Fig. 1.4, 1.5). 

   All 16S rRNA sequences retrieved from background and contaminated low-pH 

enrichments were most closely related to members of the gram-positive bacteria. In the 

contaminated sediment enrichments amended with glucose, only two types of organisms were 

detected.  The cloned 16S rRNA gene sequences detected were closely related to the gram-

positive genera of Paenibacillus and Brevibacillus (Fig. 1.5).  The sequences showed less than 

13% difference in sequence from P. lautus and P. curdlanolyticus, and less than 6% difference in 

sequence from Brevibacillus reuszeri.   

 In the pH 4 to 5 enrichments from background sediments, the gram-positive organisms 

that were detected differed depending on the carbon substrate added to the enrichments.  In the 

acetate amended enrichments, 76% of the 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained were very closely 

related (1.4% different) to a previously isolated sequence obtained from hydrocarbon and 

chlorinated-solvent contaminated aquifers (Dollhopf et al., 2001).  In the lactate-amended 

enrichments, 78% of the sequences exhibited a 97% similarity to Desulfitobacterium 

metallireducens and 72% of the glycerol amended background enrichments showed 93% 

sequence similarity to Desulfosporosinus orientis (Fig. 1.4, 1.5).  
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Although sulfate concentrations from groundwater surrounding the tested sediment were 

in the range of 0.6-71.8 mg liter-1(background = 6.21 mg liter-1), it is unlikely that adequate 

sulfate for electron accepting capability was transferred through all of the dilutions and transfers 

tested(NABIR website, January 1999, http:/www.lbl.gov/NABIR/).  Furthermore, no sulfide was 

detected in any of the enrichment cultures. 

 T-RFLP patterns based on amplified 16S rRNA genes were used to estimate diversity and 

compare culturable iron(III)-reducing bacteria within the Fe(III)-reducing enrichment cultures, 

including  successive transfers from background and contaminated sediment. The T-RFLP 

patterns agreed well with the cloning results described above and suggest very little diversity in 

the contaminated enrichments with lactate or acetate as a carbon source (Fig. 1.6). All 

indentifiable terminal restriction fragments from contaminated enrichments amended with lactate 

or acetate matched the terminal restriction fragments of sequences closely related to the genus 

Anaeromyxobacter.  In contrast, only Geobacter-type 16S rRNA gene sequences were detected 

in background enrichments with lactate  as the carbon source (Fig. 1.6). 

More diversity was seen in glycerol-amended contaminated enrichments, including 

terminal restriction fragments matching Anaeromyxobacter-, Paenibacillus-, and Anaerobivrio- 

type sequences.  Glycerol-amended enrichments from the background sediment were also more 

diverse, with terminal restriction fragments matching Pantoea- and Geobacter-type sequences. 

Glucose-amended enrichments cultured at low pH revealed terminal restriction fragments 

matching Paenibacillus- and Brevibacillus-type16S rRNA sequences, corresponding exactly to 

the previously described cloning and sequencing results.  Screening of successive transfer 

cultures from original Fe(III)-reducing enrichment cultures revealed nearly identical T-RFLP 

patterns. 

Quantification of Fe(III)-reducers using a cultivation-independent approach: To support the 

cultivation-dependent results, a cultivation-independent quantitative MPN-PCR technique was 

employed to amplify the gene sequences of known Fe(III) reducing bacteria from contaminated 

and background Field Research Center sediments.  DNA was extracted directly from Field 

Research Center sediments, and primer sets were developed to detect organisms that 

predominated in Fe(III)-reducing enrichments.  Results from the quantitative MPN-PCR method 

agreed well with cloning and sequencing results from Fe(III)-reducing enrichment cultures.   

Geobacteraceae 16S rRNA gene sequences were one to two orders of magnitude more abundant 
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in pristine background sediment (FWB302) compared to contaminated sediments (FWB032, 

FWB034; Fig 1.7).  In contrast, Anaeromyxobacter 16S rRNA gene sequences were more 

abundant in contaminated sediments (Fig 1.7). 

 

 

Discussion 

 

 

Dissimilatory Fe(III)-reducing bacteria are capable of the rapid reduction and 

immobilization of U(VI) and therefore are considered target organisms for bioremediation 

strategies directed toward U(VI) contamination in the subsurface.  In this study, we observed that 

sediment geochemical parameters impact the growth and community composition of Fe(III)-

reducing consortia  from contaminated subsurface sediments.  In acidic subsurface sediments of 

the U.S. Department of Energy's Field Research Center, acid tolerance and competition with 

nitrate as an electron acceptor are suggested to be important variables controlling the metabolism 

of Fe(III)-reducing bacteria.  The majority of organisms cultivated from contaminated Field 

Research Center sediments were closely affiliated with previously cultured isolates that produce 

spores or sporelike bodies, suggesting an adaptation to extreme environmental conditions. 

Geochemical analysis showed that the Field Research Center was an extreme 

environment which differed from most previously studied subsurface systems due to low pH in 

conjunction with high levels of nitrate and U(VI).  The correlation between high nitrate and low 

pH was most likely due to nitric acid leaching from the S-3 ponds into the surrounding areas, as 

nitric acid was disposed into ponds after the cleaning of U-contaminated machinery at Y-12.  

The heterogeneity of the sediment within the contaminated site was reflected in the wide range 

of uranium, nitrate and iron concentrations between and within coring locations.  Concentrations 

of solid phase Fe from the dithionite extractions were two orders of magnitude higher than that 

of Fe from HCl extractions (Table 1.2).  This indicates that while poorly crystalline Fe(III) 

minerals were present, crystalline Fe(III) minerals constituted the dominant electron acceptor 

available to iron(III)-reducing bacteria.  Crystalline Fe(III) minerals, such as geothite and Fe(III)-

containing aluminosilicates, have been shown to be effective electron acceptors for the growth of 

iron(III)-reducing bacteria in laboratory studies (Kostka et al., 2002; Kostka and Nealson, 1995; 

Roden and Zachara, 1996), although their importance in situ has not been quantified. The Fe(III) 
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mineral content also did not vary substantially across the large geochemical gradients observed 

between background and contaminated subsurface sediments.  

Impacts of geochemical parameters on the growth and activity of FeRB: Nitrate 

concentrations in the contaminated sediments (Table 1.2) likely favored a preferential utilization 

of nitrate as an electron acceptor by some metal-reducing bacteria (DiChristina, 1992; Finneran 

et al., 2002b). Thus, it was not surprising that nitrate appeared to inhibit growth, as determined 

by potential Fe(III) reduction activity in MPN serial dilutions.  Nitrate removal by sediment 

washing alleviated this inhibition in contaminated enrichments yet had little effect in background 

enrichments where nitrate concentrations were very low initially (Fig. 1.2).  In addition to nitrate, 

the washing step likely removed other toxic metals in solution, thus preventing effects such as 

pathway blockage, substitution of metals for other functional units, or disturbance of membrane 

integrity or enzyme function (Ochiai, 1987; Suzuki and Banfield, 1999).  Therefore, the numbers 

of iron(III)-reducing bacteria detected in washed sediment enrichments from the contaminated 

site could be overestimations of actual in situ potential.  Bacterial counts from over 2,000 

iron(III)-reducing bacteria enrichment cultures were comparable to the low-end range of 

iron(III)-reducing bacteria counts obtained from other subsurface Department of Energy sites in 

Gunnison, Co (2,300 cells per ml of sediment) and at Shiprock, NM (430 cells per ml of 

sediment) (J.E. Kostka et al., unpublished results).  

Low pH inhibited growth of iron(III)-reducing bacteria, and a synergy was observed 

between culture pH and carbon source.  Iron(III)-reducers were most abundant in organic acid-

amended enrichments when cultured at a neutral pH (Fig. 1.2).  In contrast, when cultured at in 

situ pH, the number of positive enrichments was largely diminished, and growth was only 

observed with glucose as the carbon substrate in cultures from acidic sediments (Fig. 1.2).  A 

likely explanation for this is that at low pH, most short chain organic acids such as acetate are 

present as undissociated acids which can pass through the cell membrane, dissociate, and 

uncouple the proton motive force (Baronofsky et al., 1984; Johnson, 1998; Kusel et al., 1999; 

Kusel et al., 2001; Luli and Strohl, 1990; Russell, 1991).  Thus, iron(III)-reducing bacteria might 

not be able to utilize electron donors such as acetate at low pH in the Field Research Center 

subsurface.  Recent investigations conducted in parallel at the Field Research Center site 

corroborate our observations.  For example, low counts of culturable, aerobic heterotrophs have 
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been observed in acidic compared to background Field Research Center sediments (D.L. 

Balkwill, T. Marsh, unpublished results). 

Iron(III)-reducing bacteria that are capable of coupling the complete oxidation of glucose to 

the reduction of Fe(III) have been isolated from sediments exposed to acid mine drainage (Kusel 

et al., 1999).  Fe(III) reduction was also determined to be the predominant terminal-electron-

accepting process in lake sediments exposed to acid mine drainage, and organic acids (lactate, 

acetate) were not used as electron donors under acidic (pH 3 to 4) conditions (Peine et al., 2000).  

Therefore, our results suggest that the contaminated subsurface sediments that we studied may be 

analogous to those exposed to acid mine drainage.  In such acidic environments, organic acids 

such as acetate and lactate may be poor carbon substrates whereas sugars (such as glucose) or 

alcohols may be preferentially used by anaerobic bacteria.    

Impact of geochemical parameters on the community composition of Fe(III)-reducers: Few 

past studies have enumerated or characterized Fe(III)-reducing microbial populations from 

subsurface sediments (Finneran et al., 2002b; Holmes et al., 2002; Lovley, 2002; Lovley and 

Anderson, 2000), and none of these has included acidic environments, which are commonly 

associated with uranium contamination.  In this study, geochemical parameters appeared to 

control the community composition as well as the growth of Fe(III)-reducing microorganisms. 

Vast differences were observed in the culturable Fe(III)-reducing communities enriched from the 

contaminated site compared to background subsurface sediments, and pH of the culture medium 

was a dominant factor in these differences. Given the fact that only a small fraction of 

microorganisms can be routinely cultivated from natural environments, we used cultivation-

independent, quantitative PCR to corroborate our observations regarding known Fe(III)-reducers. 

The majority of culturable Fe(III)-reducers detected in neutrophilic enrichments from 

background sediments were closely related to the members of the Geobacteraceae family (Fig 

1.4 to 1.6).  In agreement with the cultivation results, quantitative analysis of 16S rRNA gene 

sequences with MPN-PCR indicated that Geobacteraceae sequences were one to two orders of 

magnitude more abundant in pristine background compared to contaminated Field Research 

Center sediments (Fig. 1.7). Members of the Geobacteraceae family are well known Fe(III)-

reducing organisms, and have been isolated from many neutrophilic sedimentary environments 

including the subsurface (Lovley, 2000).  However, to our knowledge, no cultured member of 

the Geobacteraceae family has been shown to reduce Fe(III) under acidic conditions.  Other 
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sequences detected in background enrichments were related to the genera Burkholderia, 

Pseudomonas, and Pantoea, which are all considered ubiquitous soil bacteria (Francis et al., 

2000; Suyama et al.,1998). 

In the low-pH enrichments from the background sediment, no cloned 16S rRNA gene 

sequences related to Geobacteraceae were detected.  A different consortium of organisms was 

detected, all of which were gram-positive.  Lactate-amended enrichments yielded 16S rRNA 

gene sequences closely related to Desulfitobacterium metallireducens, a Fe(III)- respiring 

microorganism isolated from neutrophilic uranium-contaminated aquifer sediments. D. 

metallireducens is  capable of the incomplete oxidation of lactate to acetate and reduction of 

U(VI), Mn(IV), Co(III), and chlorinated compounds (Finneran et al., 2002b).  Similar to the 

metabolism of D. metallireducens, the incomplete oxidation of lactate to acetate was 

demonstrated in our lactate-amended, Fe(III)-reducing enrichments. However, D. 

metallireducens has thus far been shown to reduce only soluble Fe(III) forms (Finneran et al., 

2002b), whereas our enrichment cultures reduced solid phase Fe(III). Metal reducing isolates of 

Desulfitobacterium species have also been shown to be capable of spore formation (Niggemyer 

et al., 2001).  

A combination of cultivation-based and cultivation-independent results also pointed to very 

different Fe(III)-reducing microbial communities in the contaminated Field Research Center 

subsurface.  None of the culturable organisms detected in contaminated sediment enrichments 

were closely related to the most commonly cultured Fe(III)-reducing bacteria, such as 

Shewanella or Geobacter, suggesting that low pH and high nitrate concentrations may prevent 

their survival.  All cloned 16S rRNA gene sequences retrieved from contaminated sediment 

enrichments showed high sequence similarity to gram-positive genera or to a single cultivated 

isolate from the gram-negative Proteobacteria, Anaeromyxobacter dehalogenans (Fig. 1.4 and 

1.5).  Sequences similar to A. dehalogenans were only detected under neutrophilic culture 

conditions. However, in community DNA extracted directly from sediments, quantitative 

analysis of 16S rRNA gene sequences with MPN-PCR showed that Anaeromyxobacter-type 

sequences were more abundant in acidic, contaminated sites as compared to pristine sites of the 

Field Research Center subsurface (Fig. 1.7).    

Anaeromyxobacter has recently been characterized as a facultative anaerobe capable of using 

Fe(III), nitrate, fumarate, and chlorophenolic compounds as terminal electron acceptors for 
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growth on acetate (Sanford et al., 2002; Truede et al., 2003). Though A. dehalogenans is a 

member of the delta proteobacteria, it has a very different phylogeny from the Geobacteraceae 

and has been grouped in a new order of the Myxococcales. In pure-culture studies of A. 

dehalogenan, optimal growth was shown to occur at a neutral pH with low electron donor 

concentrations (< 1 mM), and the organism was observed to form refractile sporelike bodies 

(Sanford et al., 2002).  To our knowledge, this is the first time that Anaeromyxobacter has been 

detected in subsurface sediments, and no previous studies have quantified Anaeromyxobacter 

sequences with cultivation-independent methods.  Since the recent isolation and description of 

this new Fe(III)-reducer, all studies have been conducted with pure cultures isolated from 

surficial soils and sediments (He and Sanford, 2003; Sanford et al., 2002; Truede et al., 2003). 

All other organisms detected in Fe(III)-reducing enrichments from the contaminated 

sediments were closely related to gram-positive genera.  The 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained 

from the contaminated sediment enrichments cultured at low pH were all closely related to 

Paenibacillus and Brevibacillus.   The genus Paenibacillus, containing nitrate-reducing 

organisms previously isolated from sediment, can utilize acetate as a carbon source (Nakamura, 

1984).  Brevibacillus has been found to utilize glucose as a carbon source, degrade poly(β-

hydroxyalkanoate), and be incapable of nitrate reduction (Shida et al., 1995; Suyama et al., 

1998).  Both organisms also form spores (Claus and Berkeley, 1986; Shida et al., 1996; Shida et 

al., 1995).  To our knowledge, no published studies on dissimilatory Fe(III) reduction by 

Paenibacillus or Brevibacillus which ferment glucose are available.  These organisms could be 

fermenting rather than respiring glucose, thereby shunting electrons to Fe(III).  Although results 

from our enrichment cultures and quantitative PCR approaches provide strong evidence for 

identifying microbial community members catalyzing metal reduction in the Field Research 

Center subsurface, confirmation of our conclusions will require isolation of such organisms and 

further characterization of their capacity for dissimilatory Fe(III) reduction. 

The growth and phylogenetic affiliations of enriched organisms, along with quantitative PCR 

results, suggest that Fe(III) reducers are adapted to the low pH as well as available growth 

substrates (electron donors and acceptors) available in the Field Research Center subsurface. 

Only low G+C gram-positive sequences were obtained from low pH enrichments, suggesting 

that gram-positive organisms are better adapted to moderately acid conditions and thus are more 

important organisms at low pH.   The predominant sequences detected from contaminated acidic 
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sediments (gram-positives, Anaeromyxobacter) were most closely related to organisms that are 

known to produce spores or sporelike structures, further suggestive of adaptation to extreme 

conditions in the acidic subsurface.   

The majority of Fe(III)-reducers detected in contaminated Field Research Center sediments 

were closely affiliated with cultured organisms capable of coupling the reduction of nitrate or 

halogenated compounds to growth (Geobacter, Anaeromyxobacter, Desulfitobacterium) 

(Finneran et al., 2002b; He and Sanford, 2003; Lovley, 2000; Nakamura, 1984; Niggemyer et al., 

2001; Sanford et al., 2002) . This provides further evidence in support of the adaptation of metal-

reducers to the ecological niche of contaminated Field Research Center sediments, which contain 

high concentrations of nitrate (Table 1.2) and halogenated organic compounds (see Field 

Research Center website http://public.onrl.gov/nabirfrc/dataindex.cfm).  

To date, members of the Shewanellae and Geobacteraceae families within the proteobacteria 

have been used as model metal-reducing organisms for the development of bioremediation 

strategies for radionuclide and metal contaminants.  However, radionuclide and heavy metal 

contamination often occurs in acidic sedimentary environments where these organisms do not 

appear to thrive. Thus, we suggest that other model metal-reducing organisms, such as those 

adapted to environmental extremes, would be more appropriate for the development of these 

strategies in acidic sediments. Furthermore, because recent field experiments have shown that 

U(VI) reduction is stimulated upon pH neutralization in the acidic subsurface (J. Istok, 2002, 

Field Research Center workshop proceedings, 

http://public.onrl.gov/nabirfrc/workshop2002.cfm), the ability of the neutrophilically cultured 

organisms from acidic sediment to reduce large amounts of U(VI) to U(IV) (Fig. 1.3), could be 

of great importance to the development of future U(VI) bioremediation strategies. 
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Table  1.1: Groundwater Chemistry 

Groundwater chemistry of the contaminated and background subsurface at the FRC. Background 

groundwater is sample number GW300, and contaminated groundwater samples are sample 

numbers GW20, GW19, GW30, and GW32.   

 

Groundwater Chemistry 

Sample Uranium (VI)  (ug/L)1 Nitrate (mM)1 pH1 

 
GW300 

 
- 2 

 
0.00255 

 
7.6 

GW20 122  NA3 5.2 

GW19 155  0.152 7.0 

GW30 - 2 99.7 3.8 

GW32 1.00 * 103 11.8 5.4 
1 Average of sample duplicates 
2 Concentrations were below the detection limit 
3 No data 

 

Table 1.2: Sediment Characteristics 

Subsurface sediment characteristics of the contaminated and background subsurface sites at the 

FRC.  Background sediments are sample numbers 302-02 and 302-05 and were collected 61.0 to 

344.4 centimeters below the surface, and contaminated sediments are sample numbers 27, 28, 30, 

21, 32, 33, and 34, and were collected 307.8 to 576.1 centimeters below the surface. 

 

Sediment Characteristics 
Sample Dry/ 

wet1 
Porosity1 Density1 LOI 

( % ) 1 
pH1 Nitrate 

(µmol/cm3 )2 
Fe -HCl 
extract 

(µmol/cm3 )1 

Fe- 
Dithionite 

extract 
(µmol/cm3 )1 

302-02 0.75 0.36 1.4 5.1 5.4 1.02*10-2-1.03*10-2 4.36 503.5 

302-05 0.73 0.49 1.8 4.5 5.7 1.84*10-5-2.40*10-3 26.1 302.3 

27 0.89 0.23 1.9 4.6 3.6 9.80-54.9 13.5 260.7 

28 0.84 0.29 1.9 4.9 3.4 1.37-1.80*102 11.3 329.6 

30 0.86 0.29 2 4.2 4.2 22.7-31.5 15.2 414.4 

31 0.87 0.26 1.9 4.7 3.8 0.120-91.7 10.8 376.4 

32 0.85 0.32 2.1 4.5 4.4 1.67*10-2-17.2 18.9 407.9 

33 0.84 0.29 1.9 4.5 3.6 13.6-295 14.5 467.7 

34 0.86 0.26 2 4.3 3.8 3.28-70.5 16.3 325.0 

1 Average of sample duplicates from 2-4 sediment cores 
2 Range of sample duplicates from 2-4 sediment cores
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Figure 1.1.  Map of sample sites at the NABIR-FRC, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.  

The contaminated plot is 7 meters by 25 meters just south of the S-3 ponds and contamination 

extends to a depth of approximately 75 feet below the surface. 
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Figure 1.2.  Most probable number counts of iron(III)- reducing bacteria at pH 7 (a) and pH 4-5 

(b) from the contaminated and background sites.  Washed sediment is indicated by "W" and 

unwashed sediment is indicated by "UNW". Background cores are labeled 302-02 and 302-05 

and contaminated cores are labeled 30, 32, and 33. Only counts greater than or equal to 20 

cells/ml are included in this graph.  
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Figure 1.3.  Uranium (VI) reduction by Fe(III)-reducing enrichment cultures from contaminated 

FRC subsurface sediments. 
 

 

 

Figure 1.4.  Phylogenetic affiliations of 16S rRNA cloned genes obtained from pH 7 enrichment 

cultures of background and contaminated sediments. 
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Figure 1.5.  Phylogenetic tree of 16S rRNA genes cloned from Fe(III)-reducing enrichments 

from background and contaminated sediments cultivated at pH 7 and pH 4-5.    

The scale bar equals a 10% difference in nucleotide sequence.  The cloned genes are named 

according to the pH, carbon source, and sediment source.  Names containing the numbers 302 

are from background sediment, while those with numbers 030, 032, and 034 are from 

contaminated sediment.
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Figure 1.6.  Electropherograms of the 5' terminal restriction fragments of Hae III-digested 16S 

rRNA genes amplified from contaminated and background Fe(III)-reducing MPN tubes (A and 

B) and cloned 16S rRNA genes (C).   
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Figure 1.7. Quantification of Anaeromyxobacter and Geobacter 16S gene sequences extracted 

from sediments at contaminated (FWB032, FWB034) and background sites (FWB302) using 

MPN-PCR.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 

 

CONTROLS OF CARBON SUBSTRATE UTILIZATION AND TERMINAL 

ELECTRON ACCEPTING PROCESSES IN URANIUM-CONTAMINATED 

SUBSURFACE SEDIMENTS 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

Extraction and processing of uranium ore during the cold-war era have left many sites 

around the world contaminated with uranium.  Because of the use of nitric acid during the 

processing of uranium and uranium-bearing waste, nitrate is often a co-contaminant with 

uranium and contaminated environments are mostly acidic near the source zone.  Leaching of 

uranium into the groundwater is of major concern because oxidized uranium, U(VI), is toxic, 

soluble, and therefore mobile in subsurface environments where the majority of contamination 

resides.   

Uranium [U(VI)] can be microbiologically or abiotically immobilized from water by its 

reduction from UO2
2+ to insoluble U(IV) oxide.  At circumneutral pH, various chemical 

reductants (such as complexed iron, Fe2+) or microorganisms will mediate rapid U(VI) reduction 

to U(IV). One of the more promising strategies for the in situ remediation of uranium waste 

involves the “biostimulation” of uranium immobilization.  Biostimulation is defined as the 

addition of “nutrients” (electron donors/ acceptors, N, P) which serve to increase the number or 

activity of indigenous microorganisms available for bioremediation activity.  Biostimulation can 

lead to creation of a permeable treatment zone in contaminated aquifers that removes 

radionuclides from the aqueous phase before they enter sensitive water supplies.  
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Laboratory and field experiments have indicated that biostimulation of uranium reduction 

by electron donor addition is a promising strategy for the remediation of U(VI) in contaminated 

groundwaters.  In the laboratory, iron-reducing bacteria (FeRB) and sulfate-reducing bacteria 

(SRB) have been shown to rapidly reduce U(VI) and some of these organisms are  capable of 

growth using U(VI) as the sole electron acceptor (Lovley et al., 1991; Lovley and Phillips, 1992; 

Lovley et al. 1993b, Lovley et al. 1993c; Tebo and Ostraztsova, 1998; Truex et al., 1996; 

Lovely, 2000; Lovely and Anderson, 2000). In the terrestrial subsurface, FeRB are likely to 

outcompete SRB since Fe(III) is usually a much more abundant electron acceptor than sulfate in 

subsurface sediments. Thus, FeRB are thought to have a high bioremediation potential in 

uranium-contaminated subsurface sediments.  

Nitrate serves as a competing and energetically more favorable electron acceptor for 

metal-reducing bacteria in nitric acid contaminated sediments.  In laboratory incubation studies, 

microbial U(VI) reduction in sediments co-contaminated with nitrate have indicated that no net 

U(VI) reduction  occurs until nitrate is reduced (Senko et al., 2002; Finneran et al., 2002a; Elias 

et al., 2003).  Once nitrate was depleted, U(VI) and Fe(III) were generally reduced concurrently 

(Finneran et al., 2002a).  Studies with sediments as well as pure cultures also suggest that once 

U(VI) is reduced, it may be remobilized via biotically or abiotically-catalyzed reactions with 

nitrate and denitrification intermediates (Finneran et al., 2002a; Senko et al., 2002). Field studies 

have corroborated laboratory results to show that upon electron donor addition, U(VI) reduction 

was coincident with Fe(III) reduction, and therefore the in situ bioremediation of U contaminated 

groundwater appears feasible (Anderson et al., 2003; Istok et al., 2004).  Thus denitrification, 

and other microbially-mediated nitrogen transformations, intimately affect the fate of uranium in 

anoxic subsurface environments. 

Optimization of U(VI) bioremediation strategies requires an extensive knowledge of the 

microbial communities catalyzing metal- and nitrate reduction along with the environmental 

parameters controlling their activity.  Denitrification is mediated by a group of facultative 

anaerobes that are phylogenetically and metabolically diverse (Zehr and Ward, 2002).  Many 

Fe(III)-reducing bacteria and sulfate-reducing bacteria, such as members of the Geobacteraeae 

and Shewanellae families, possess the ability to reduce nitrate (Lovley, 2000; Rabus et al., 

2000)., but none are capable of complete denitrification.  Most previous work on bacterial U(VI) 

reduction has been conducted with pure cultures or enrichments in the laboratory, where it is 
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difficult to mimic in situ environmental parameters.  However, a few studies have detected 

known metal reducers capable of U(VI) utilization using cultivation-independent techniques in 

contaminated subsurface environments.  Members of the Geobacteraceae family within the 

delta-Proteobacteria subdivision were most often detected in abundance in microcosms of 

subsurface sediments at neutral pH upon stimulation of concurrent U(VI) and Fe(III) reduction 

by addition of acetate as an electron donor (Holmes et al., 2002).  A field test involving acetate 

injection into the uranium-contaminated subsurface further revealed that the loss of uranium 

from groundwater was associated with an enrichment of Geobacter species in the treatment zone 

(Anderson et al., 2003). 

However, much of the above mentioned mechanistic data on uranium reduction was 

collected at neutrophilic pH in the lab or in subsurface environments, and the acidic subsurface is 

likely to contain different functional groups of microorganisms and/ or different metabolic 

controls.  In addition, the optimal conditions for remediation remain to be discerned for all 

uranium-contaminated environments, at both acidic and neutral pHs.  Since acidic conditions are 

often the rule rather the exception where uranium contamination is found, our laboratory has 

begun to enumerate and characterize metal-reducing microbial communities in acidic subsurface 

sediments contaminated with U(VI).  Previous culture studies suggested that upon pH 

neutralization, members of the delta Proteobacteria (Geobacter spp., Anaeromyxobacter spp.) 

will be important metal-reducers in initially acidic subsurface sediments cocontaminated with 

U(VI) and nitrate (Petrie et al., 2003).  Iron(III)-reducing consortia enriched from acidic, 

radionuclide contaminated sediments utilized Fe(III) minerals as a sole electron acceptor (Kostka 

et al., 2002) and rapidly reduced U(VI) in culture (Petrie et al., 2003).  In situ bioremediation 

tests  supported cultivation results to show that upon stimulation of the acidic subsurface by pH 

neutralization and carbon substrate addition, sequences related to previously cultured metal 

reducing delta Proteobacteria increased in subsurface sediments of the treatment zone (North et 

al., 2004). 

Though previous experiments provided important information on metal reduction and the 

organisms catalyzing it in radionuclide-contaminated subsurface environments, little information 

is yet available on the mechanisms or the environmental parameters likely to control the 

dominant metabolic processes limiting radionuclide remediation/ removal from groundwater.  In 

addition, metal reduction rates have not been measured previously in acidic subsurface 
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sediments.  In this study, the controls of terminal-electron accepting processes and carbon 

substrate utilization were examined by manipulating a variety of relevant environmental 

parameters in microcosms of subsurface sediments co-contaminated with nitrate and uranium. 

 Rates of electron acceptor and donor utilization were tested under conditions close to those 

observed in the contaminated subsurface with mainly sediments and groundwater added to 

microcosms.  High nitrate concentrations and low pH, conditions naturally present at the site we 

studied, were tested for their effects on metal reduction. A variety of electron donors were 

assessed for effectiveness in targeting specific communities capable of nitrate reduction and iron 

reduction (and therefore the potential for uranium reduction). These laboratory incubations will 

help to provide insight into governing environmental parameters and aid in the development of a 

potential bioremediation plan for the acidic, uranium-contaminated subsurface sites.  

Specifically, rates of terminal electron-accepting pathways can be applied to future reactive 

transport modeling to optimize in situ bioremediation approaches. 

 

 

Methods 

 

 

Site Description and Sampling Procedures: This study focused on contaminated subsurface 

sediments collected from the Field Research Center (FRC) designated by the Natural and 

Accelerated Bioremediation Research (NABIR) program at the Department of Energy.  The FRC 

is located at the Y-12 complex within the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) reservation at 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee.  The contaminated plot lies adjacent to a parking lot, which caps three 

former waste ponds (S-3 ponds) containing uranium and nitric acid waste generated during 

weapons production (see Petrie et al., 2003, for further details). Contaminated subsurface 

sediments, where elevated concentrations of uranium and nitrate have been observed, were 

sampled from the saturated zone of shallow residuum overlying Nolichucky Shale (NABIR 

website, Jan 1999).    

Sediment cores were sampled on 07/09/03 using a Geoprobe equipped with polyurethane 

sleeves lining the corer.  Sediment core depths ranged from 8-18 feet below the surface.  

Samples were sealed under argon, and shipped to Florida State University on blue ice via Fed-Ex 

priority overnight. Groundwater samples of approximately one-liter volume were withdrawn 
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from injection wells approximately 21-22 feet deep and 1.25 inches in diameter into airtight 

bottles for shipment as described above.  

Solid phase geochemistry in sediment cores: The sediment pH was determined by diluting 2 

ml of sediment with 2 ml of deionized water.  The 1:1 dilution was shaken for 1 hour, 

centrifuged, and then the pH of the supernatant was measured using a calibrated digital pH 

meter.  Nitrate was extracted for 1 hour with a 1:1 dilution of deionized water followed by 

centrifugation and measured by chemiluminesence detection after vanadium reduction (Petrie et 

al., 2003; North et al., 2004).  Poorly crystalline Fe oxide minerals were quantified using a 4 

hour oxalate extraction followed by colorimetric determination of total Fe, and Fe(II) was 

similarly extracted from fresh frozen sediment in anoxic oxalate (Phillips and Lovley, 1987; 

Thamdrup and Canfield, 1994).  Oxalate extractable Fe(III) was defined as the difference 

between these two measures. Calibration experiments with pure Fe phases have confirmed the 

selectivity of this extraction towards poorly crystalline Fe phases (Canfield, 1989; Kostka and 

Luther, 1994).  Sediment sulfate concentrations in porewater of microcosms were measured 

using an ion chromatograph. 

Laboratory incubations- (I- 1-6): This initial microcosm experiment was conducted to 

determine the environmental parameters controlling nitrate reduction under close to in situ 

conditions using groundwater and sediments from the FRC site. Refer to Table 2.1 for a 

summary of treatments.  Microcosms were constructed inside a Coy anaerobic chamber using 20 

ml of anoxic sediment, and 30 ml anoxic groundwater. Sediment was thoroughly mixed by hand 

with sterile utensils inside the chamber until a uniform consistency was achieved.  The sediment 

and the groundwater were transferred into 80 ml glass bottles with screw caps. The following 

sediment cores / groundwater wells were used: 61-01-00 / FW20 (I-1), 61-01-24 / FW20 (I-2), 

61-03-00 / FW21 (I-3), 61-04-00 /FW21 (I-4), and 61-05-24 / FW21 (I-5).  Sediment was paired 

with groundwater sampled from the closest well to the collection site of the relevant sediment 

core.  The final pH of microcosms I-1 and I-2 were neutral, while microcosms I-3, I-4, and I-5 

were acidic sediment and groundwater microcosms that were neutralized with sterile anoxic 1 M 

NaHCO3 prior to incubation. Initial nitrate concentrations within the microcosms varied in 

parallel with sediment pH.  Each set of microcosms contained two replicates of the following 

treatments: no amendment, +ethanol, + glucose (10 mM final concentration of substrates added 
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as sterile stock solutions).  Microcosms were incubated statically in the chamber at 28ºC in the 

dark.  

 Microcosms were sampled using an eppendorf pipettor and cut off sterile 5 ml pipette 

tips.  Two to 3 ml of microcosm material was sampled and then centrifuged.   The supernatant 

was filtered through a 0.2 µm nylon syringe filter. Dissolved nitrate concentrations and 

porewater pH were measured as described above. Frozen pore water samples were shipped on 

dry ice to Bayreuth, Germany and aliphatic acids, alcohols and sugars were determined with 

Hewlett Packard 1090 series II high performance liquid chromatographs (Küsel and Drake, 

1995).  Fe(II) concentrations were determined on anaerobic solid phase samples as described 

above. Microcosms were sampled at regular intervals over a 1 year period. 

Laboratory incubations- (II- 1-6): This second microcosm experiment sought to quantify the 

rates and pathways of microbial respiration coupled to organic matter metabolism across a range 

of geochemical parameters which may be used to optimize uranium bioremediation. Deionized 

water was used in place of groundwater so that the nitrate and toxicant concentrations could be 

controlled and the microoganisms within the sediment could assessed. Refer to Table 2.1 for a 

summary of treatments. Microcosms were constructed inside a Mecaplex anaerobic chamber 

(100% N2 gas phase), using 30 grams (fresh wt) of thoroughly mixed anoxic sediment 

(microcosm II-1 sediment from core 61-01-24, microcosm II-2 from core  61-01-00, and 

microcosms II-3, II-4, II-5, and II-6 from core 61-03-25) and 60 ml of anoxic sterilized double 

deionized water.  Sediment was mixed by hand using sterile utensils, until a uniform consistency 

was achieved.  Sediment and deionized water were transferred into sterile 150 ml infusion bottles 

(Merck ABS, Dieton, Switzerland) and sealed with sterile rubber stoppers and screw-cap seals.  

Bottles were placed onto a rotary shaker for 30 minutes, then purged with sterile argon for 30 

minutes ending with an overpressure of 300 - 400 mbar argon at room temperature.    

Microcosm incubation experiments II-1 and II-2 contained the following triplicate 

treatments: no amended controls,  + lactate, + glucose, + ethanol, and + H2.  Carbon substrates 

were added as sterile anoxic stock solutions to a final concentration of 20 mM, and H2 was added 

as sterile gas so that it comprised approximately 20% of headspace volume.  Microcosm II-2 

incubations included 3.0 ml of 0.5 M filter sterilized NaNO3, yielding final nitrate concentrations 

of approximately 20 mM.  
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Microcosm incubations II-3 to II-6 included the following triplicate treatments: no 

amended control, + ethanol, and + glucose (~20 mM final concentration added as sterile stock 

solutions).  Microcosm incubations II-4 and II-6 were neutralized with sterile 1 M NaHCO3 that 

had been bubbled with sterile argon gas and autoclaved.  Sediment used in microcosms II-5 and 

II-6 was washed three times in a 1:10 dilution using sterile anoxic double deionized water, with 

the supernatant being discarded each time after centrifugation. Following microcosm additions, 

all bottles were then placed onto the shaker for an additional 30 minutes of equilibration, prior to 

initial sampling.    Samples were incubated statically at 30º C in the dark.  Microcosms were 

sampled over regular intervals over a 2-3 month period.  

At each sampling time point, headspace pressure was initially measured and recorded, 

along with daily temperature and barometric (mba) pressure readings.  Headspace gases CO2, N2, 

H2, CH4, and N2O were quantified with Hewlett-Packard C. (Palo Alto, CA) 5980 series II gas 

chromatographs (thermal conductivity detectors for CO2, N2, and H2; flame ionization detector 

for CH4, and  electron capture detector for N2O )(Küsel and Drake, 1995). Gas values were 

estimated by Henry's law and included the total amounts in both gas and liquid phases.  For the 

remaining solid phase and pore water analysis, sterile 1 ml syringes with 19 gauge needles were 

used to sample microcosm material.  After vigorously shaking bottles by hand, 1.5-2 ml was 

sampled from each bottle and 0.2 ml of slurry sample was used immediately for Fe(II) 

measurements. Fe(III) reduction rates were measured by Fe(II) accumulation with 0.2 ml 

aliquots of microcosm material extracted in 9.8 ml of 0.5 M HCl at room temperature for 1 hour 

(Lovley and Phillips, 1986a).  Fe(II) concentrations were measured by the phenanthroline 

method after the addition of an acetate buffer (Tamura et al., 1974).   

The remaining microcosm material was placed in a 1.5 or 2 ml eppendorf tube and 

centrifuged for 4 minutes at 1400 rpm on the benchtop.  The supernatant was separated from the 

solid phase and filtered through a 0.2 um nylon syringe filter.    Sub samples were taken from the 

supernatant for HPLC, nitrate, and nitrite determinations, all of which were performed within 3 

days of sampling date.  At random intervals over the course of the experiment, pH was measured 

in the supernatant of microcosms, as described above.  Aliphatic acids, alcohols and sugars were 

determined with Hewlett Packard 1090 series II high performance liquid chromatographs (Küsel 

and Drake, 1995). Dissolved nitrate concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically 

using an initial amidosulfuric acid (10% (w/v)) extraction followed by a salicylic acid in sulfuric 
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acid (5%w/v) extraction.   The reaction was terminated by an addition of 2M NaOH before 

reading absorbance at a wavelength 410 nm on a spectrophotometer (Cataldo et al., 1975).  As 

previously described by Harrigan and McCance (1966), soluble nitrite concentrations were 

determined spectrophotometrically.  Remaining sample material was stored at -20ºC.   Soluble 

ammonium concentrations were determined from previously frozen filtered porewater using flow 

injection with conductivity detection (Hall and Aller, 1992).   

 

Results 

 

 

Geochemistry of Sediment Cores: Sediment pH ranged from moderately acidic (3.5) to near 

neutral (6.7) values (Table 2.2).  Extractable nitrate varied among contaminated cores, depending 

on the location, pH and depth of the core (0.1 - 40.1 µmole g-1 )(Table 2.2).  In general, sediment 

pH decreased and nitrate concentrations increased with sediment depth, although the correlation 

between these parameters and depth was not strong due to substantial heterogeniety. Solid phase 

oxalate extractable iron concentrations ranged from 7.4 to 196.0 µmole g-1  (Table 2.2), with the 

majority of the iron being oxidized.  Solid Fe(II) ranged from 0.07 to 0.75 µmole g-1 (data not 

shown).  Sediment sulfate concentrations were below 0.2 µmole g-1 in deionized water extracts. 

Microcosms (I- 1-5): In neutral incubations (I-1 and I-2), all bottles (no carbon, glucose and 

ethanol) showed a depletion of initial 15 mM nitrate within the first 3-4 weeks, followed by an 

accumulation of Fe(II).    Nitrate reduction rates ranged from 0.7 µmol g-1 d-1 to 1.3 µmol g-1 d-1 

for the first 21-35 days, with little difference between control and amended treatments. 

Incubations of neutralized acidic sediments (I-3, I-4, and I-5), which contained ~250 mM initial 

nitrate, showed more extensive nitrate reduction over a longer time period, yielding similar 

nitrate reduction rates in comparison to neutral incubations I-1 and I-2.  Nitrate reduction rates 

ranged from 0.7 µmol g-1 d-1  to 1.3 µmol g-1 d-1  for the first 205-310 days followed by reduction 

cessation likely due to substrate depletion. A representative comparison of nitrate reduction 

between low (I-2) and high (I-3) nitrate treatments is shown in Figure 2.1.  

Microcosms(II- 1-6): A summary of observed terminal electron accepting activity rates and 

electron donor utilization rates is provided in Table 2.3. Methane concentrations remained below 

detection in all microcosms during the entire sampling period. 
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In microcosm II-1 (which contained little to no nitrate), activity was minimal, as 

indicated by small amounts of carbon dioxide production and substrate utilization (Fig 2.2A).   

Hydrogen treatments showed the most substrate usage among the amended bottles (80% of 

substrate utilized over incubation time).  In treatments amended with substrates other than H2, 

decreased CO2 production was observed relative to control treatments (Fig 2.2A).   Fe(II) 

accumulation rates in control treatments averaged 0.26 µmol g-1 d-1 , whereas decreased rates of 

0.14 µmol g-1 d-1  and 0.16 µmol g-1 d-1 , were observed in ethanol and hydrogen treatments, 

respectively (Table 2.3).  Minimal Fe(III) reduction occurred in lactate and glucose treatments.  

Microcosms containing moderate nitrate concentrations (II-2; ~20 mM nitrate, near 

neutral slurry) showed higher respiration rates in glucose and ethanol treatments as well as one 

lactate treatment; whereas the remaining treatments including controls exhibited minimal 

activity.  Glucose and ethanol amended treatments contained the highest carbon dioxide 

production rates of 2.49 µmol g-1 d-1  and 1.34 µmol g-1 d-1, respectively (Fig 2.2B).  (In glucose 

treatments, the peak of carbon dioxide production occurred in the first 32 days giving a rate of 

5.3 µmol g-1 d-1).  One lactate amended bottle showed a similar CO2 production rate to glucose 

and ethanol amended treatments, resulting in an overall average rate of 0.58 µmol g -1 d-1.   

Nearly complete nitrate depletion was observed in glucose and ethanol treatments (and one 

lactate treatment) during the first 21 days at rates of 2.84 µmol g-1 d-1 and 2.70 µmol g-1 d-1 , 

respectively (Figure 2.3A, Table 2.3).  In addition, these treatments produced 1.2 µmol g-1 d-1 of 

nitrogen gas (Fig 2.4A), indicative that 74-83% of the nitrate was denitrified, considering a 2:1 

stoichiometry (NO3
- : N2). Nitrite was produced as an intermediate during nitrate reduction, and 

glucose microcosms showed a transient nitrite accumulation of 3.2 µmol g-1 (data not shown).  

Iron reduction only occurred following nitrate depletion, and glucose treatments produced the 

highest Fe(II) accumulation rates (1.00 µmol g-1 d-1 ;Figure 2.3B, Table 2.3).  As indicated by 

HPLC analysis, glucose and ethanol amendments were completely consumed, while the majority 

of hydrogen and lactate was not (Figure 2.3C).  Carbon utilization in no carbon, glucose, and 

ethanol treatments showed primarily acetate or acetate / butyrate / propionate accumulation (Fig. 

2.5A,C,E). 

 A mass balance of C equivalents was obtained by determination of CO2 production and 

fermentation product production in parallel with carbon substrate utilization. The carbon balance 

of microcosm II-2 in glucose amended treatments had an average recovery of 74% (96% if using 
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peak CO2 produced). In glucose amended treatments, respiration processes (CO2 production) 

comprised 37% of carbon oxidation equivalents, while 37% of C equivalents were accounted for 

as fermentation products (acetate>>butyrate>propionate) at the end of the incubation. 

Approximately 22% of C equivalents was utilized in complete denitrification based on a 

stoichiometry of 5C:4NO3
- and 5% of C equivalents were utilized in iron reduction based on a 

stoichiometry of 1C:4Fe(II).  Ethanol-amended treatments had an average carbon recovery of 

70%, and 81% of carbon added was utilized by nitrate and iron respiration processes (68%- 

denitrification; 12% -iron reduction).  Of the total carbon added, 13% was oxidized to acetate 

and present at the end of the incubation.  

 In acidic microcosm II-3 (containing ~15 mM nitrate acidic slurry), little activity was 

observed in control or amended bottles.  Minimal nitrate was reduced, little CO2 (Fig 2.2C) or 

Fe(II) was produced (Fig. 2.6A), and no utilization of carbon substrates was evident (Fig. 2.6C, 

Fig 2.7A and 2.7B).   However, in microcosm II-4, (neutralized acidic), complete utilization of 

both glucose and ethanol was observed (Fig. 2.5 B, D, and E; Fig. 2.6C; Fig 2.7A and 2.7B).  

Glucose treatments yielded 15-20 µmoles H2 production (data not shown). The highest carbon 

dioxide production rates were found in glucose treatments within the first 17 days (11.5 µmol g-1 

d-1), while lower rates relative to control treatments were observed with ethanol addition (control 

= 0.6 µmol g-1 d-1 and ethanol = 4.9 µmol g-1 d-1).  Nitrate was almost completely reduced in the 

ethanol treatments at a rate of 2.82 µmol g-1 d-1, and nitrogen gas was produced in stoichiometric 

amounts from nitrate reduced (1:2 ratio;Fig. 2.4B).  In glucose-amended treatments, nitrate was 

rapidly reduced (1.67 µmol g-1 d-1; Table 2.3), but little nitrogen was produced.   Ammonium 

production in the pore water of glucose-amended treatments accumulated values up to 1 mM 

during nitrate reduction (data not shown).  Increased iron(II) production was observed in glucose 

treatments in comparison to controls (0 µmol g-1 d-1  to 0.28 µmol g-1 d-1 ;Table 2.3; Fig. 2.8).  

 In microcosm II-4, 73 % of glucose amended carbon and 106% of ethanol amended 

carbon was recovered as carbon dioxide (Fig 2.2D) or fermentation products (2.5D, F). In 

glucose amended microcosms, nitrate reduction comprised 6-12% of carbon utilization 

(assuming dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium, with stoichiometry of 1C:1NO3), with 

2% of carbon utilized for iron reduction.  At the end of the glucose-amended incubations, 58 % 

of carbon was accounted for as fermentation products.  In ethanol-amended treatments, 19-31% 

of carbon added was utilized for nitrate reduction (based on a 2:1 ratio of complete nitrate 
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reduction/ incomplete nitrate reduction), with only 0.2% used for iron reduction.   However, at 

the end of the incubations, 91% of carbon was oxidized to acetate. 

 Washing the sediments in microcosms II-5 and II-6 increased pH to near neutral.  In 

microcosm II-5 (washed acidic sediment) minimal activity was observed in control and glucose 

treatments, small amounts of CO2 were produced (Fig 2.2E), and only nitrate reduction was 

observed in ethanol treatments.  In ethanol treatments, nitrate was completely reduced (2.2 

µmoles NO3 g
-1 sediment) at a rate of 0.25 µmol g-1 d-1(Table 2.3) ; and 3.9 µmol g-1 of nitrogen 

gas was produced, indicative of complete nitrate reduction. Nitrate reduction activity observed in 

ethanol-amendments from microcosms II-5 was the lowest of all nitrate-containing ethanol-

amended microcosms except II-3. Glucose and no carbon amendments of II-5 showed a similar 

lack of activity as seen in II-3. Glucose was not utilized and little ethanol was utilized (Fig 2.7A, 

2.7B).  Little iron reduction occurred in any treatments of the washed, acidic sediments in 

microcosms. 

 Microcosm II-6 (washed and neutralized acidic sediment) showed activity patterns 

similar to that in II-4, with glucose and ethanol treatments displaying the highest nitrate 

reduction rates, and the glucose treatments having the highest iron reduction rates (Table 2.3).  

The highest CO2 production rate from glucose treatments occurred within the first 17 days (11.1 

µmol g-1 d-1 ;rate over entire slurry =2.3 µmol g-1 d-1 ) (Fig 2.2F).  Nitrate reduction occurred in 

glucose and ethanol bottles with 2-3 µmoles NO3 g
-1 sediment reduced at respective rates of 0.22 

and 0.32 µmol g-1 d-1 (Table 2.3), and the highest nitrogen production rates were seen in the 

ethanol treatments (0.16 µmol g-1 d-1). While glucose was totally consumed (with some 

fermentation products), minimal ethanol was consumed (Fig 2.7 A and 2.7B).  During glucose 

consumption, 29.1 µmoles g-1 of H2 was formed, and Fe(II) production rates were enhanced in 

comparison to control and ethanol treatments to 0.82 µmol g-1 d-1 (Table 2.3).  This was the 

highest observed Fe(II) production from stimulated acidic sediments, as shown in Fig. 2.8. 

 Microcosm II-6 showed a carbon recovery balance of 94% with glucose amended 

treatments, while only negligible ethanol was utilized in ethanol amended treatments.  Glucose 

amended treatments utilized 1% of added carbon equivalents to incompletely reduce nitrate, and 

3% of carbon to reduce 37.4 µmoles/g of Fe(III).  60% of initial carbon was present at the end of 

the incubation as fermentation products.  
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Discussion 

 

 

 Biostimulation by the addition of carbon substrates has been shown to stimulate the 

reduction and immobilization of U(VI) in contaminated subsurface environments (Senko et al., 

2002; Anderson et al., 2003; Istok et al., 2004).  However, in order to develop effective 

bioremediation strategies for contaminant metals, the mechanisms or controlling variables of 

metal reduction need to be better understood, especially in acidic subsurface environments.  We 

conducted microcosm experiments using close to in situ conditions with high U(VI)- and nitrate-

containing subsurface sediments from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Natural and 

Accelerated Bioremediation Research Field Research Center (FRC), in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.  

The dominant contaminants in FRC sediment include radionuclides (uranium and technicium) 

toxic metals (nickel, aluminum, barium, chromium, mercury), chelating agents (EDTA), 

chlorinated hydrocarbons (trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene), polychlorinated biphenyls, and 

fuel hydrocarbons (toluene, benzene) (http://www.lbl.gov/NABIR/).  The combination of a low 

pH and high concentrations of nitrate, radionuclides, and organic contaminants in an aerobic 

subsurface environment is representative of many sites within the U.S. nuclear weapons complex 

managed by the DOE.  Thus, our results are not only important for bioremediation research at the 

FRC but can also be applied to other sites.  The data acquired in these experiments was unique in 

several ways.  In addition to partitioning the predominant electron-accepting pathways, a variety 

of electron donors were assessed for their ability to enhance Fe(III) reduction. For the first time, 

rates of metal reduction and electron donor utilization were measured in acidic subsurface 

sediments across a range of environmental variables (pH, nitrate) relevant to bioremediation.  

Through quantification of the rates and pathways of terminal-electron-accepting processes 

(TEAPs) in acidic subsurface sediments, we provide important inputs for reaction-based 

biogeochemical models that will greatly aid in the development of in situ radionuclide 

remediation strategies. 

Terminal-electron-accepting processes in the acidic subsurface:  We hypothesized that 

microbial metabolism was limited by low pH and a paucity of carbon substrates in the 

contaminated FRC subsurface.  Our hypothesis was confirmed as microbial activity was minimal 

at pH 5 or below and in the absence of added electron donor, indicative that acidity is a master 
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variable controlling microbial metabolism in contaminated FRC sediments. However, upon 

raising the pH to neutral and adding carbon substrate, clearly bioremediation potential is not 

limited by TEAPs in the acidic FRC subsurface.  As expected based on thermodynamic and 

geochemical considerations (Chapelle, 2000), nitrate and Fe(III) reduction were the predominant 

TEAPs observed in FRC sediments under conditions relevant to bioremediation, and in 

concurrence with previous work, metal reduction in the acidic subsurface did not occur until 

nitrate was depleted to low levels (Finneran et al., 2002; Senko et al., 2002). In microcosms of 

FRC sediments at near neutral pH or those neutralized by bicarbonate addition, nitrate or Fe(III) 

reduction rates were among the highest rates that have been measured in aquatic sediments 

(Roden and Wetzel, 1996; Thamdrup and Canfield, 2000).  Although we cannot rule out the 

importance of other terminal electron accepting processes (TEAPs), little to no Mn(II) or 

methane accumulated in microcosm porewaters. The controlling parameters of both nitrate and 

Fe(III) reduction were assessed, as well as their interconnecting influences on one another. 

A primary concern in the remediation of metal contaminants in the acidic subsurface was 

that the extremely high nitrate concentrations (0.3 to 0.5 M at FRC; http://www.lbl.gov/NABIR/) 

that often accompany low pH in uranium-contaminated sediments (Riley and Zachara, 1992; 

NABIR Bioremediation Primer, 2003) may inhibit microbial activity. For example, Shebolina et 

al. (2003a) performed sediment incubations with materials from the FRC and observed that high 

concentrations of nitrate were not effectively reduced. In contrast, we found that high nitrate 

concentrations do not appear to be toxic to the indigenous organisms in FRC sediments as 

similar rates of microbial metabolism were observed in microcosms where the initial nitrate 

concentrations ranged from 20 to nearly 500 mM (Table 2.3; Fig. 2.1). Our results likely 

diverged from those of Shelobolina et al. (2003a) due to the fact that they did not attempt to 

neutralize the sediment and they used much shorter incubation times.  We conclude that 

increased rates of nitrate reduction can be achieved in acidic subsurface sediments through 

neutralization in conjunction with added electron donor, as supported by recent field results  

(Istok et al., 2004; North et al., 2004).  

The pathways of nitrate reduction within the sediments appeared to be controlled by 

sediment pH.  In microcosms of sediments collected at neutral pH, denitrification was confirmed 

as nitrate depletion was accompanied by the stochiometric production of N2 (Fig. 2.4). In 

contrast, microcosms of neutralized acidic sediments revealed that denitrification occurred only 
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in ethanol treatments, while dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium predominated in 

glucose-amended microcosms.  Microcosm results were supported by previous characterization 

of metal-reducing microbial communities in the FRC subsurface.  In studies conducted by a 

number of research groups, biostimulation via carbon substrate addition to FRC groundwater or 

sediment resulted in an increase in the sequences of members of the delta Proteobacteria, mainly 

Anaeromyxobacter and Geobacter groups (Peacock et al., 2003; Istok et al., 2004; North et al., 

2004), both of which are known iron-reducing organisms capable of dissimilatory nitrate 

reduction to ammonium (Lovley, 2000).  

The initial reduction of nitrate prior to the onset of Fe(III) reduction might be 

advantageous to the bioremediation strategy by promoting further Fe(III) reduction.  In all 

microcosms, higher Fe(III) reduction rates were observed in microcosms where millimolar 

amounts of nitrate had been reduced previously. Most of contaminated sediments at the FRC site 

are deeper, acidic and contain nitrate.  Since some Fe(III)-reducing bacteria have been shown to 

preferentially reduce nitrate to ammonium (DiChristina, 1992), the presence of nitrate in the 

contaminated deeper sediments could lead to enhanced rates of metal reduction. In situ doubling 

times of bacteria have been estimated at 15 days from aquifer sediment cores (Mailloux and 

Fuller, 2003).   As most of the nitrate reduction took between 10-20 days in the microcosms 

having moderate nitrate concentrations, this would greatly increase populations that could later 

proceed to iron reduction.  Therefore, abundant nitrate in the acidic subsurface could result in a 

larger population of iron-reducing organisms for bioremediation, if these organisms were 

reducing nitrate and then Fe(III). 

Nitrate could also serve as an oxidant to recycle products of metal reduction in subsurface 

sediments, and potentially increase population size of Fe(III) reducing organisms. A relatively 

diverse group of microorganisms has been shown to catalyze anaerobic Fe(II) oxidation coupled 

to nitrate reduction in bicarbonate buffered systems (Straub et al., 1996).  Pseudomonas stutzeri, 

utilizes ferrous iron to reduce nitrate to nitrogen while fixing CO2 is and phylotypes which show 

high sequence identity to P. stutzeri were retrieved from biostimulated FRC sediments  (North et 

al., 2004).  Other organisms capable of both Fe(III) reduction, as well as Fe(II) oxidation include 

Desulfitobacterium frappieri, which was also detected in FRC sediments, as well as  acidophilic 

bacteria such as Thiobaccillus ferrooxidans, Sulfobacillus spp., Acidimicrobium ferrooxidans, 

and Ferrimicrobium ferrooxidans (Petrie et al., 2003; Shelobolina et al., 2003b; Blake and 
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Johnson, 2000). While respiratory microorganisms will preferentially take up nitrate when it is 

present, the sediments are likely to alternate between periods of nitrate replete and nitrate poor 

conditions, depending upon factors such as rainfall impacting groundwater flow. Therefore, the 

periodic inflow of nitrate could lead to a replenishment in bioavailable iron(III) minerals through 

microbial metal oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction, thus creating a stronger potential for iron 

and uranium reduction. While chemical U(IV) oxidation from products of nitrate reduction has 

been demonstrated (Finneran et al, 2002c; Senko et al, 2002), little evidence is available on 

biological uranium(IV) oxidation in subsurface materials and this mechanism should be further 

explored. 

In the assessment of the Fe(III) reduction pathway, it is important to note that the acidic 

subsurface showed a high potential for reduction of native Fe minerals. Optimum rates measured 

in neutrophilic or neutralized acidic FRC microcosms (0.01 to 1.4µmol g-1 d-1) were up to six 

times higher than the highest rates measured in previous incubations of neutrophilic, uranium-

contaminated aquifer sediments (0.021-0.226 µmol g-1 d-1; Elias et al., 2003) or sediments from 

acidic coal mining lakes (0.425 µmol Fe(II) g-1 d-1; Peine et al., 2000). In fact, Fe(III) reduction 

rates from the acidic subsurface were well within the range of the highest rates measured in 

surficial organic-rich aquatic sediments (Thamdrup, 2000).  

Since substrate was added and conditions were otherwise altered from in situ, our 

measurements represent “potential” rates and must be interpreted with caution.  Few studies have 

determined Fe(III) reduction rates in subsurface sediments (Elias et al., 2003), and no rates are 

available from the acidic subsurface.  However, nitrate reduction and electron donor utilization 

rates observed in our microcosms largely overlap with those reported from field studies of in situ 

biostimulation at the FRC (Istok et al., 2004; North et al., 2004), suggesting that we have 

adequately represented the in situ conditions.  Reactive transport modeling is currently being 

used to develop bioremediation strategies for metal contaminants at the FRC and other sites 

managed by the DOE, and modeling efforts have relied on iron(III) reduction rates determined 

from pure cultures of Fe(III)-reducing bacteria.  Therefore, iron(III) reduction rates from this 

study, determined under close to in situ conditions with native materials and indigenous 

microbial communities, will represent a substantial improvement as inputs for reactive transport 

models. 
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Bicarbonate addition effects on TEAP in Acidic Subsurface Sediments:  As bicarbonate is 

often utilized to neutralize acidic FRC sediments, the effects of bicarbonate additions on 

microbial activity was assessed.  The presence of carbonates in acidic sediments increased rates 

of both nitrate reduction and iron reduction (Fig. 2.6A), most likely due to the increase in pH.  

However, when comparing washed microcosms (pH 7) to washed microcosms containing 

bicarbonate (pH 7), both nitrate and iron reduction rates greatly increased in glucose 

amendments containing bicarbonate, suggesting that carbonates may be the greater effect on 

activity than pH alone. 

We offer the following reasoning as to why the addition of bicarbonate might increase 

metabolism.  In the bicarbonate buffering system, CO2 is released into the headspace as acidic 

sediment interacts with the NaHCO3. The increase of CO2 and production of organic acids (from 

fermentation) can actually increase mineral solubility and lead to development of a secondary 

porosity and permeability (Chapelle, 2000).  In addition, bicarbonate could affect chemical 

speciation within the sediment.  This could make potential electron acceptors more available for 

utilization.  As bicarbonate has been the neutralizing method of choice in field biostimulation 

projects, this is an important observation. 

Electron Donor Utilization in Acidic Subsurface Sediments: As mentioned above, acidity is a 

master variable in FRC subsurface sediments since it limits both the rates and pathways of 

microbial metabolism.  Key steps in the anaerobic food chain involving fermentation and 

respiration appeared to differ dramatically at moderately acidophilic pHs of 3 to 4 in comparison 

to neutral pH in FRC sediment microcosms.  Thus, it appears that microbial communities adapt 

to the strong selective pressures of the contaminated FRC subsurface, resulting in changes to 

carbon and electron flow.   

Electron donors were observed to stimulate Fe(III) reduction in the following order: 

glucose > ethanol > lactate > hydrogen.  After obtaining lower rates in neutral pH microcosms, 

we did not test lactate or hydrogen further.  Since ethanol and glucose have been the primary 

donors considered in past in situ bioremediation tests at the FRC (Peacock et al., 2003; Istok et 

al., 2004; North et al., 2004), our studies focused on these and a mass balance of C equivalents 

was obtained in glucose and ethanol-amended microcosms.  Rates of donor utilization were 

equally high whether sediment pH was naturally near neutral or neutralized with bicarbonate 

(Table 2.3). Uranium-contaminated sediments are acidic at the FRC and thus metabolism in the 
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neutralized acidic microcosms would be most relevant for bioremediation. In neutralized 

ethanol-amended acidic microcosms, approximately 90 % of C equivalents were recovered as 

acetate (Figures 2.2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7).  In these microcosms, the oxidation of ethanol to acetate 

showed an accumulation of acetate which was not utilized during the Fe(III) reduction phase.  In 

neutralized glucose-amended acidic microcosms, 60 % of C equivalents were recovered as 

fermentation products, mainly as acetate (Figures 2.2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7).  Clearly, flooding 

neutralized acidic subsurface sediments with glucose leads to mostly incomplete carbon 

oxidation. The acetate accumulated in these microcosms, as it did in ethanol amended 

microcosms.  Our results appear to contrast with previous metal reduction studies conducted in 

neutrophilic uranium contaminated aquifers or aquifer materials, where acetate was rapidly 

utilized concomitantly with uranium reduction (Senko et al., 2002; Finneran et al., 2002; 

Anderson et al., 2003).  Clearly, more evidence is needed for acidic subsurface environments. 

It follows that during biostimulation, C substrates will not be limiting and thus metal 

reduction may be catalyzed primarily by the shunting of electrons to metals during fermentation.  

In support of this observation, North et al. (2004) found that the sequence abundance of known 

fermentative metal-reducing bacteria (Serratia, Clostridium) in acidic FRC sediments doubled in 

response to pH neutralization and biostimulation during an in situ bioremediation experiment.  

Also, in cultures of Fe(III)-reducing bacteria enriched from the same FRC subsurface sites as 

sampled for the present study, 16S rRNA gene sequences affiliated with fermentative organisms 

(Paenibacillus, Brevibacillus, Anaerovibrio) were observed in abundance (Petrie et al., 2003).  

In contrast, sequences of known respiratory FeRB (Anaeromyxobacter, Geobacter) were most 

abundant in the enrichment cultures and quantitative PCR showed that Geobacter type 16S 

rRNA gene sequences increased by one to two orders of magnitude in biostimulated FRC 

sediments (Petrie et al., 2003; North et al., 2004). Although the optimal pathways for metal 

reduction should be considered further, our results suggest that fermentative pathways should be 

considered in addition to respiration pathways when designing bioremediation strategies for 

metal contaminants in the acidic subsurface. 

In some respects, metabolism in FRC sediments resembled that of other environments of 

like pH.  At in situ pH of 3 to 4 for the contaminated FRC subsurface, little to no glucose 

fermentation was observed, similar to sediments impacted by acid mine drainage (AMD) (Küsel 

et al., 1999; 2000). Previous studies indicated that fermentation products, lactate and acetate, 
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inhibit microbial activity and accumulate in acidic peat bog or AMD sediments (Horn et al., 

2003), which might explain why lactate was utilized to a lesser extent relative to glucose or 

ethanol.  While we observed nitrate reduction to occur at reduced rates in acidic FRC sediments, 

Fe(III) reduction appeared to shut down.  In contrast, Küsel observed the rapid and complete 

oxidation of glucose coupled to Fe(III) reduction at pH 3 to 4 in sediments from acidic coal 

mining lakes (Küsel et al., 2000).  Unlike other acidic environments where microbial Fe(III) 

reduction appears to thrive, acidic FRC sediments appear to have differing controlling 

parameters relative to Fe(III) reduction, and therefore warrant site specific experimentation.  

Specifically, certain electron donors appear to be selective for certain TEAPs, and warrant 

analysis for potential in bioremediation strategies. 

Of the measured substrates, glucose and ethanol were utilized at similar rates in neutral 

sediment microcosms (1.1 µmoles g-1 d -1) and neutralized acidic sediment microcosms (1.3 

µmoles g-1 d -1).   However, in neutralized washed acidic sediment microcosms, little ethanol was 

utilized compared to glucose (0.01 µmoles g-1 d -1; 1.1 µmoles g-1 d -1), likely due to low initial 

nitrate concentrations. In the present microcosm study, ethanol appeared to be utilized primarily 

for nitrate reduction, and the pathway of reduction was always measured to be denitrification. 

However, complete denitrification could be less advantageous in remediation efforts as large 

amounts of nitrogen could clog the aquifer (DOE meeting notes, March 2003). In addition, our 

results indicated that unused ethanol may hinder iron reduction (Fig 2.7A; and Fig 2.8: 

contrasted to Fig 2.3B and C when ethanol is utilized completely during the incubation). While 

the mechanism for this is unknown, the overall goal of uranium reduction would seem likely to 

be hindered as well, making the choice of ethanol as a reducing agent potentially unproductive 

relative to bioremediation goals. While ethanol was utilized rapidly in previous in situ 

bioremediation experiments conducted in the acidic FRC subsurface, Fe(III) reduction was not 

monitored within a closed system, and the ethanol may well have been utilized solely during 

nitrate reduction (Istok et al., 2004). We suggest that ethanol is effective in stimulating nitrate 

reduction but not metal reduction, and thus ethanol may not be the optimal electron donor for the 

biostimulation of U(VI) reduction.  

This study suggests that glucose is the most effective electron donor for bioremediation 

of acidic metal-contaminated sediments.  In glucose amendments to neutralized acidic sediments, 

less N2 is produced during nitrate reduction, having a lower clog or permeability reduction 
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potential within the aquifer. Glucose treatments of neutralized acidic sediments reduced the most 

iron at the fastest rate, and the extended presence of glucose did not impede Fe(II) production, 

implying a potential for high uranium reduction rates.  

Microbial metabolism in FRC subsurface sediments was dependent on sediment pH, 

presence of neutralizing agents, and nitrate concentrations. While more information is available 

for nitrate reduction in the subsurface, we provide some of the first Fe(III) reduction rates. 

Glucose was determined to be most productive electron donor, with ethanol being utilized 

primarily for nitrate reduction.  These experiments have provided valuable insights on how best 

to promote the appropriate conditions for high uranium reduction potential.  
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Table 2.1: Summary of microcosm treatments.  Experiments I-1 to 1-5 used groundwater 

collected from the FRC site and had two replicates per treatment.  Experiments II-1 to II-6 were 

conducted with double deionized water and had three replicates per treatment. 

 
Microcosm Summary 

Microcosm Amendments1 Nitrate 

(µmol g-1) 
Microcosm pH2 

I-1 Glucose, Ethanol 22.5-35.8 7.0 

I-2 Glucose, Ethanol 22.3-25.8 6.8 

I-3
3
 Glucose, Ethanol 372.4-452.1 6.8 

I -4
3
 Glucose, Ethanol 404.2-451.4 6.8 

I-5
3
 Glucose, Ethanol 406.9-415.0 6.8 

II-1 Glucose, Ethanol, H2, Lactate 0 5.5-6 

II-2 Glucose, Ethanol, H2, Lactate 57.1-64.55 5.5-6 

II-3 Glucose, Ethanol 19.7-25.6 4.3 

II-43 Glucose, Ethanol 20-25.5 7.2 

II-54 Glucose, Ethanol 2.1-2.4 6.6 

II-63 4 Glucose, Ethanol 3.1-4.1 7.1 
1 In addition to No Carbon controls  

2  Initial pH 
3 Neutralized with bicarbonate to near neutral pH 
4 Triple washed with anoxic double deionized water 
5 Nitrate added to microcosm 
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Table 2.2: Subsurface sediment characteristics of the contaminated sites at the FRC.  Sediment 

cores were collected 8 to 18 feet below the surface. 

 

Sediment Characteristics 
Sample ( taken 

from top of 
core) 

Core segment 
depth (inches)2 

pH Nitrate 

(µmol g-1)  3 
Fe- oxalate extract 

(µmol g-1)  3 

61-01-00 93-111 6.7 0.6 31.5 

61-01-24 111-120 6.1 0.1 17.0 

61-02-00 120-131 3.9 25.4 30.4 

61-02-24 135-150 3.9 15.9 21.6 

61-03-00 150-163 3.9 17.8 17.3 

61-03-24 168-180 3.7 40.1 18.6 

61-04-00 180-200 3.7 29.8 9.6 

61-04-22 200-210 3.5 73.1 196.0 

61-05-00 210-226 3.7 36.0 25.3 

61-05-24 232-240 4.1 35.2 12.1 

  61-05-241 232-240 4.4 23.3 7.4 
1 Bottom of core 
2 Calculated from core depth, recovery, and quantity of sediment  
3 Average of sample duplicates from sediment cores 
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Table 2.3: Summary of electron acceptor and donor utilization in microcosm experiment II.   
 

Microcosm Activity 
Microcosm Amendments Nitrate reduction 

rates (µmol g-1d-1) 
Fe(II) production 

rates (µmol g-1d-1) 
Substrate Utilization 

(µmol g-1d-1) 

1 No Carbon NA 0.25 0.093 

1 Lactate NA 0.01 0.10 

1 Ethanol NA 0.15 0.25 

1 Glucose NA 0.02 0.07 

1 Hydrogen NA 0.15 0.13 

2 No Carbon 0.26 0.00 0.19 

2 Lactate 0.57 0.562 0.40 

2 Ethanol 2.70 1.36 1.11 

2 Glucose 2.84 1.44 1.10 

2 Hydrogen 0.27 0.00 0.06 

3 No Carbon 0.13 0.00 0.01 

3 Ethanol 0.28 0.00 0.11 

3 Glucose 0.26 0.00 0.12 

4 No Carbon 0.18 0.00 0.10 

4 Ethanol 2.82 0.04 1.30 

4 Glucose 1.68 0.28 1.28 

5 No Carbon 0.02 0.00 0.18 

5 Ethanol 0.25 0.01 0.00 

5 Glucose 0.01 0.05 0.00 

6 No Carbon 0.07 0.00 0.14 

6 Ethanol 0.32 0.00 0.01 

6 Glucose 0.22 0.82 1.09 
1 The three lactate treatments measured at 0.01, 0.44, and 3.02 µmolesg-1d-1 

2 The three lactate treatments measured at 0.01, 0.27, and 1.41 µmolesg-1d-1 

3 No carbon substrate utilization is from the ethanol contamination in anoxic chamber 
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Figure 2.1: Nitrate depletion measured in representative treatments from microcosm experiment I 

at A) low and B) high nitrate concentrations.  Note the different time scales in A and B. 
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Figure 2.2: Microcosm experiment II showing impacts of pH, electron donor, nitrate 

concentrations, and neutralization on the pathways of carbon metabolism.  Accumulation of CO2 

in the headspace and aqueous phases of neutral no nitrate microcosm II-1 (A); neutral microcosm 

II-2 (B); acidic microcosm II-3 (C); acidic neutralized microcosm II-4 (D); washed (low nitrate) 

acidic microcosm II-5 (E); and washed (low nitrate) acidic neutralized microcosm II-6 (F).  
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Figure 2.3: Determination of nitrate depletion (A), and Fe(II) production (B) as well as  electron donor 

utilization (C) in microcosms of near neutral pH sediments containing moderate nitrate levels  (II-2).  
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Figure 2.4: Accumulation of N2 from denitrification in microcosms of near neutral pH (II-2; A) 

and neutralized acidic sediments (II-4; B).  Values include N2 measured in the headspace and 
calculated in aqueous phase. 
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Figure 2.5: Utilization of carbon substrates in neutral sediment microcosms (II-2) as compared to 

neutralized acidic sediment microcosms (II-4) showing no carbon controls (A:II-2; B: II-4),  

glucose amendments (C:II-2; D: II-4) and ethanol amendments (E:II-2; F: II-4).  (Ethanol present 

in A and B was from volatile ethanol in the anaerobic chamber.) 
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Figure 2.6. Terminal electron accepting processes in acidic microcosm II-3 (A) and neutralized 

acidic microcosm II-4 (B).  Carbon substrate utilization (C) in microcosms II-3 as compared to 

neutralized microcosm II-4. 
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Figure 2.7: Carbon substrate utilization in ethanol (A) and glucose (B) treatments of acidic 
sediment microcosms. 
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Figure 2.8. Accumulation of Fe(II) in ethanol and glucose treatments of neutralized microcosms 

II-4 and neutralized washed microcosms II-6. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 

 

URANIUM ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION OF URANIUM REDUCTION BY AN 

ISOLATE FROM THE FIELD RESEARCH CENTER 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 Uranium reduction and immobilization is usually monitored by measuring a decrease in 

soluble uranium.  Typically, alpha spectrometry has been used to identify and quantify 

radionuclide isotopes of uranium in natural samples.  This technique is very accurate and it 

provides detailed information on isotopic abundance in the sample. However, a main drawback 

of the alpha spec method is that it requires lengthy sample preparation and time for analysis. In 

recent uranium reduction experiments conducted in the field and laboratory, a Kinetic 

Phosphorescence Analyzer (KPA) has been used for soluble uranium analysis.  Advantages to 

the KPA method are that it is rapid and highly sensitive, detecting concentrations as low as the 

parts per trillion range. Disadvantages to the KPA method are that it only detects U(VI), there is 

no differentiation between isotopes of uranium, and many other chemical species can interfere 

with the measurement.  Soluble uranium is detected by the KPA using quench corrected sample 

phosphorescence measurements as a function of time.  The detector contains a pulsed dye 

nitrogen laser that excites the uranium atom and uses light to fluoresce the sample.  After a time 

delay, the phosphorescence decay of the sample is measured. The dye pulses through a reference 

cell first to correct for instrument fluctuations such as laser brightness and temperature drifts 

(Brina and Miller, 1992). 

Four oxidation states of uranium are known: U(III), U(IV), U(V), and U(VI).  The most 

common oxidation states in the environment are U(VI) and U(IV).  Dissolved uranium is 
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typically in its most oxidized state and is highly soluble (Suzuki and Banfield, 1999).  This 

soluble form of uranium is the hexavalent form U(VI) and phosphoresces, whereas the 

quatrovalent form, U(IV), is not soluble and does not phosphoresce (and is not detectable by the 

KPA).  

Because alpha spectrometry has been used and trusted for many years, a cross check of 

the energy resolution between kinetic phosphorescence and alpha spectrometry is a good way to 

ensure confidence as well as assess accuracy and precision in the KPA.  Uranium decays by 

alpha particle emission, which is the emission of a He nucleus.   The alpha detector counts the 

alpha particles emitted from a sample over a period of time. The isotopic peaks, with their 

individual energies are displayed on a spectrum based on the energy of decay of each isotope.  

The resolution of the spectra and the efficiency of the system depend on background noise, 

thickness of sample, detector efficiency, and counting geometry.  

 After successful quality assurance of the machine, an isolate which is known to 

microbially reduce U(VI) to U(IV) will be tested along with a new isolate from the Field 

Research Center subsurface sediments, which has been previously untested for uranium 

reduction ability.  The known isolate is Geobacter metallireducens, an iron(III) reducing 

organism which is also a well known uranium reducer, and will serve as a positive control 

(Lovley 2000).  The unknown isolate was isolated from enrichments using contaminated 

sediment from Area 1 (Chapter 1, Fig 1.1, dissertation) of the Field Research Center in Oak 

Ridge. TN.   Strain FRC32, named for the core borehole location, was found to be closely related 

to Geobacter as well as to phylotypes retrieved from DNA extracts of FRC sediments.  FRC32 

was isolated on acetate as a carbon substrate and appears to be more selective with respect to 

substrate utlization in comparison to previously cultured Geobacter species. 

The ability of FRC32 to reduce uranium would be an important finding in future 

strategies for bioremediation at sites similar to the FRC.  As most remediation strategies have 

been based using model organisms such as Geobacter, experimental data on more relevant 

organisms, such as those indigenous to a particular site, can be utilized to develop more 

applicable models for these acidic, and nitrate- and uranium- contaminated sediments. 

 

 

Methods 
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Calibration of Kinetic Phosphoresence Analyzer(KPA) and accuracy tests for uranium 

reduction measurements:  A Chemcheck KPA-11 Kinetic Phosphorescence Analyzer as well 

as a Perkin-Elmer Octete alpha spectrometer were both used to analyze a given set of samples for 

uranium content.   Two unknown groundwater samples and a standard were run on each detector 

for comparison.  The known sample was a dilution prepared from a Certiprep uranium standard 

solution with a concentration of 1000 ug/ml uranium in 2% HNO3 (lot # 7-141U).  The 

groundwater samples were from two different locations - one from Finland and one from the 

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Natural and Accelerated Bioremediation Research (NABIR)'s 

Field Research Center (FRC), in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, where subsurface sediments are co-

contaminated with high levels of U(VI) and nitrate. Groundwater was sampled from GW20 in 

FRC Area 1, as previously described in chapter 1 (see Fig 1.1 for well location).  

Sample preparation for KPA: Samples were diluted to reduce analytical interferences 

or contaminants that fluoresce or quench causing lifetimes to decrease.  Such anions or cations 

include Cl- as well as Cd+2, Cr+3, Co+2, Cu+2, Fe+3, Mg+2, Mn+2, Ni+2, Pb+2, Pt+4, Th+4, and Zn+2 

(Wolf, S. 1999).  Apparent lifetimes can increase with contaminants that phosphoresce, or 

samples that contain particulates or trapped gas.  Target specifications were a lifetime of 200 to 

325 usec, an R2 value of at least 0.96, a linear decay plot, and a colorless sample.  Depending on 

the sample matrix, these specifications were achieved by varying the dilutions.  

In some samples dilutions also helped to increase resolution and accuracy.  The 

groundwater samples were diluted 1:4 (Finland sample) and 1:10 (FRC sample).   The standard 

was not diluted, as this was a pure uranium sample containing no other interfering organic 

compounds. One ml of sample (or diluted sample) was added to 1.5 ml of Uraplex complexing 

agent.  Samples were individually analyzed with the KPA for uranium content.     

Sample preparation for alpha spectrometry technique: Sample volumes were chosen 

based on the projected uranium activities of the samples.  A volume of 50 ml was used for both 

the FRC groundwater and known spike, and 25 ml of the Finland groundwater was used. Each 

sample was acidified to a pH of 2 with concentrated HNO3.  To these samples, 1 ml of a known 

solution of 232U/228Th was added as an internal standard. At the time of sampling, the activity of 

this solution was 9.95 dpm (decay corrected).  Samples were heated on a hot plate to total 
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evaporation, then redissolved in 5 ml of HNO3 three times.  Afterwards, any precipitates were 

dissolved in 10 ml of a 3 M solution of HNO3 +1.0 M Al(NO3) 3.   

After dissolution of the precipitate, the samples were poured into a UTEVA Resin 

column (Eichrom Industries) that had been pre- conditioned with 5 ml of 3 M nitric acid.  A 

rinsate of 5 ml of 3 M nitric acid was used to wash the beaker and was followed by an additional 

5 ml of 3 M nitric acid directly into the column.  Following this, 5 ml of 9 M HCl was poured 

into each column and allowed to drain to convert the column to HCl media.  Next, 20 ml of 5 M 

HCl-0.05 M oxalic acid was pipetted into each column and allowed to drain completely.  These 

steps remove potential interferences such as thorium isotopes.  A clean beaker was placed 

beneath each column and 15 ml of 0.01 M HCl was added to strip the purified uranium from the 

resin (Horwitz, 1992).   

The beakers containing the uranium from the UTEVA columns were treated with the 

following reagents consecutively: 1) 0.2 mL cerium carrier (equivalent to 50 ug Ce);  2) 0.5 ml 

titanium trichloride;  and 3) 1.0 ml concentrated HF to induce a co-precipitation of uranium with 

CeF3.  After 30 minutes, the solution with the precipitate was filtered through a 0.1 micron 25 

mm filter on a Gelman filter apparatus equipped with a 50 ml polysulfone funnel. Deionized 

water was used to wash the filter followed by 3-5 ml of 80% ethanol.  The filter was removed 

and dried under IR lamps.  The dried filter was mounted on a stainless steel planchet for counting 

by alpha spectrometry over the period of three days to reduce counting errors (Sill, 1981). 

Uranium reduction experiment using Geobacter metallireducens and FRC32 isolate:  The 

ability of strain FRC32 to reduce various concentrations of U(VI) acetate was assessed along 

with a positive and negative control.  Geobacter metallireducens, a known uranium reducer, was 

used as a positive control.  To screen FRC32 and Geobacter metallireducens cultures for U(VI) 

reduction, inocula were transferred to fresh minimal medium as previously described (Chapter 1, 

dissertation), containing 5 mM Fe(III)-NTA (FRC32) or 50 mM ferric citrate (Geobacter 

metallireducens) as the electron acceptor and 20 mM acetate as the electron donor.  Cell 

concentrations of Geobacter metallireducens were approximately 106 cells/ml and those of 

FRC32 ranged from 106 to 109 cells/ml.  After all iron was reduced, the cells were centrifuged 

and washed three times in an anaerobic 30 mM bicarbonate solution.  Cells were then transferred 

to anoxic 30 mM bicarbonate prepared at pH 6.8, containing 20 mM acetate and either 23800 

µg/L, 119000 µg/L, 238000 µg/L, or 1190000 µg/L uranyl acetate (equal to 100 µM, 500 µM, 
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1000 µM, or 5000 µM, respectively).  Heat-killed controls contained cells that had been 

autoclaved prior to introduction into the media.  No cell controls were prepared as described 

above, but without inoculation.  Cultures were incubated in the dark over a period of 1-3 months.  

At specified time points, cultures were thoroughly mixed and sampled inside a Coy anaerobic 

chamber using a needle and syringe.  Samples were centrifuged to pellet any solids.  The samples 

were diluted anaerobically with deionized water, and measured for the decrease of uranium (VI) 

with the KPA as described above.   

 

 

Results 

 

 

Calibration of Kinetic Phosphoresence Analyzer and accuracy tests for uranium reduction 

measurements: The results of the cross calibration experiment are summarized in Table 3.1.  

The KPA concentrations of uranium were 4-19% higher than the alpha spectrometry readings, 

without figuring in error corrections. The alpha spectrometry measurements were corrected for 

background, blank corrected and for tracer solution decay.   Additionally, the efficiency of the 

counter was taken into account in the calculations.  Table 3.2 shows calculations and conversions 

of alpha spectrometry counts to µg/L.   

Spectra from the four samples is shown in Figures 3.1-3.4.  The peak to the far right is 

the U232, and the peak to the far left is the U238.  The U234 is the larger of the peaks in the middle 

and the U235 is the smaller of the peaks in the middle (In Figures 3.1 and 3.2, this peak is barely 

visible).  Both the FRC groundwater sample and the known spike sample have isotopic profiles 

with especially low 235U and 234U, indicative of depleted uranium.  This is because the 

groundwater sample was taken from a site used for nuclear warhead manufacturing through 

uranium enrichment.  The standard used for analyzing these types of samples was also made 

from depleted uranium. 

Uranium reduction measurements and comparison of Geobacter metallireducens and 

FRC32 isolate:  Strain FRC32 isolate was tested for potential uranium reduction in various 

concentrations of uranium, and well as varying cell concentrations.  A summary table of 

experimental parameters along with percent uranium (VI) depletion is listed in Table 3.3.  In the 

culture tubes containing 106 cells/ml and 23800 µg/L uranium, up to 27% U(VI) depletion was 

observed.  In culture tubes containing 119000 µg/L or 238000 µg/L uranium 40-60 % 
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uranium(VI) was depleted.  At values of 1190000 µg/L uranium, only 34% of the uranium was 

depleted.   However, in heat killed controls, there was 22% U(VI) depletion.  In cultures of FRC 

32 containing high numbers of cells, either using 119000 µg/L or 238000 µg/L uranium (VI), 71-

78% of uranium was depleted in both live cultures and cultures containing heat-killed controls.  

 Rates of uranium reduction were calculated from the amount of uranium(VI) depleted 

over time.  As the measured U(VI) included both complexed and soluble U(VI), the depletion of 

U(VI) was inferred to correspond to  reduction of U(VI) to U(IV).  Rates of uranium reduction 

varied in FRC32 cultures.  In 4 day measurements, uranium reduction rates ranged from 1.7 *10-6 

µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 (6950 µg/L U(VI) of original 23800 µg/L U(VI) was depleted) up to 2.2 

*10-5 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 (87203 µg/L U(VI) of original 1190000 µg/L U(VI) depleted) (Table 

3.4).  High cell culture rates with 119000 µg/L U(VI) were 6.4 *10-8 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 and 9.0 

µg U(VI) *10-8 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 for live cell cultures and heat-killed cell cultures 

respectively (25800 µg/L and 36176 µg/L U(VI) depleted, respectively).  In 21 day rate 

calculations of high cell cultures containing 238000 µg/L uranium, rates were 9.0 *10-8 and 8.7 

*10-8 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 for live and heat-killed cell cultures respectively (corresponding to 

189924 µg and 179928 µg U(VI) depleted).  Over the entire sampling course, the overall rates 

ranged from 6.9*10-9 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 to 2.2*10-5 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 (Table 3.4). 

In contrast, in all tubes of the Geobacter metallireducens, approximately 86% of 119000 

µg/L uranium (VI) was reduced within 30 days, as compared to no reduction in heat-killed 

controls (Table 3.3).  Rates of uranium reduction of live cell cultures of Geobacter 

metallireducens in ranged from 5 day rates of 6.9 *10-6 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 to 30 day rates of 

2.6 *10-6 µg U(VI) cell-1 day-1 (Table 3.4) (34748 µg and 79254 µg U(VI) depleted, respectively).   

 

 

Discussion 

 

 

Intercalibration and accuracy test of KPA and alpha spec: The difference in uranium 

concentrations observed by alpha spectrometry and kinetic phosphorescence was slightly larger 

than a 2 sigma confidence spread. When error bars were figured into comparisons, the Finland 

samples and FRC samples had a 99% agreement and the known standard had an 87% agreement.  
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This difference could be caused by several factors.  First, perhaps some of the sample 

was lost during the long processing procedure for alpha spectrometry.  Especially during the 

evaporation stage, some of the sample could have become adhered to the wall of the beaker, or 

even splattered out of the beaker (Choppin et al., 1995).  This could have yielded lower sample 

values in the alpha spectrometer. However, as all samples were lower in the alpha spec run, this 

explanation is unlikely.   

Another potential reason for the difference is that the calculated activity of the reference 

solution used for the alpha spec measurements could be lower than the true activity in the 

aliquot.  This would cause alpha spectrometer measurements to be lower than calculated values, 

based on the fact that the sample concentrations are calculated by percent reference yield.  

Similarly, the standard and / or its dilutions used for the KPA measurements could have a 

slightly lower concentration than its calculated value.  This could be demonstrated by the higher 

KPA readings in all samples as compared to the alpha spec readings (Table 3.1).  This would 

cause the KPA to be calibrated a bit higher than the actual values should read, making all 

subsequent readings biased toward the high side.  Thus the difference is likely caused by a 

calibration issue. 

Considering the intercomparison between the two methods of uranium quantification, the 

KPA is consistent in its measurements and is a good way to quantify total uranium.  However, 

when sampling with either method, care should be taken to ensure the quality and concentration 

amount of the tracer and/ or spike solutions. All sample readings in either method are calibrated 

against these solutions, and if there is any discrepancy in the tracer or spike, all samples 

measured are questionable.  Perhaps a routine check of the tracer / spike solution using a second 

tracer/ spike solution with a different batch number would be a good way to ensure sample 

integrity.  In each case an analysis of the standard / tracer with a certified NIST traceable diluted 

standard rather than in house dilutions would be the optimal way to test accuracy.  

Uranium reduction of FRC32 in comparison to Geobacter metallireducens: Results from 

uranium reduction experiments using FRC32 show variable uranium reduction results, and 

include relatively high amounts of uranium reduction in all of the heat-killed controls.  There are 

three possible interpretations to explain this anomaly.  These cultures could be supporting 

massive mounts of abiotic reduction, potentially involving some the reduced Fe(III)-NTA carried 

over from the cell harvesting step.  There is also the potential that there is sorption to the cell, 
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involving an interaction with the intercellular phosphate.  An alternate interpretation is that the 

organism is capable of spore production and is able to survive the autoclaving step. 

 The first two explanations are much more likely, given the experimental conditions.  In 

these experiments using FRC32, the electron acceptor utilized in the harvesting step was Fe(III)-

NTA.  As the cells reduced this Fe(III)-NTA, it was reduced to Fe(II)-NTA.  The volume of cells 

grown up was always proportional to the amount of Fe(III)-NTA added to the media.  When the 

cells were spun down, the reduced iron was mixed up with the cells and ended up being 

transferred into the bicarbonate experiment cultures.   Over time, some of the Fe(II)-NTA in the 

experimental cultures appeared to have oxidized and turned from the white color to the orange 

color indicative of Fe(III).  Thus, it appears that the reduced Fe(II) could have abiotically 

oxidized to Fe(III) while reducing uranium.  Varying rates of reduction could simply correspond 

to the ratio of Fe(II)-NTA transferred to the amount of U(VI) present in the culture.  While this is 

not a problem when using iron citrate as the harvesting electron acceptor, NTA appears to be 

much more reactive.  NTA is often described as a metal -complexing ligand, because it forms 

hydrophilic complexes with metals that are virtually impermeable to biological membranes 

(Simkiss and Taylor, 1995).   The Fe(II)-NTA could react with the uranium (VI) and form 

U(IV).  Yet, it is important to note that in the lower cell experiments, the live cell cultures 

reduced more of the uranium than the controls, suggestive that some of the uranium (VI) 

reduction might be enzymatic.  More experimentation, potentially using alternate electron 

acceptors for the harvesting step, is warranted.  

 The potential for cell sorption also could serve as a reason for U(VI) depletion.  The 

U(VI) could have sorbed to the cells, either live or dead, and sunk out of solution, thus making 

the U(VI) appear as if it were depleted from the culture.  In this interpretation, it is important to 

note that the U(VI) might not have been reduced to U(IV) within the experiment, and the U(VI) 

was merely sinking out of solution, rather than being reduced.  Once again, further 

experimentation is warrented. 

In addressing the finale explanation of the organism potentially being a spore former, it is 

important to note that with organisms such as Geobacter, a non- spore forming organism, heat-

killing the cells is adequate to kill the organisms (Lovley et al., 1993a). However, as FRC32 has 

not been fully characterized yet, it is possible that the organism is capable of spore formation.  

As seen in chapter 1 of this dissertation, many of the organisms isolated from the FRC 
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contaminated subsurface are capable of some sort of spore formation or protection mechanism 

(2004).  Thus it is a possible explanation that the uranium reduction produced in both heat-killed 

and live cultures could be attributed to enzymatic mechanisms.  The organism could have 

utilized the uranium as an electron acceptor, while utilizing either the acetate or the reduced 

Fe(II)-NTA as the electron donor.  One organism isolated in freshwater aquifer sediments, 

Desulfitobacterium frappieri, has been shown to switch from Fe(III)-NTA reduction to Fe(II)-

NTA oxidation, while using an alternate electron acceptor such as nitrate (Shebolina et al, 

2003b).  It is possible that the organism was capable of reducing Fe(III)-NTA and switching its 

metabolism to oxidize Fe(II)-NTA once an alternate electron acceptor, such as uranium, became 

available.  In addition, it should be noted that the 4 day rate of FRC32 in 500uM uranium was 

20.1 µmol U(VI) cell-1  day-1 culture-1, while the rate of similar concentrations of Geobacter 

metallireducens in 500 uM U was 29.2 µmol U(VI) cell-1  day- 1  over a 5 day time period.  While 

this scenario is possible and should not be ruled out, it is less likely than the previous abiotic 

interpretation.   

Whatever the mechanism involved regarding the uranium depletion, it is important to 

note that strain FRC32 is potentially capable of altering its surrounding chemistry to favor 

uranium reduction.  The amounts of U(VI) depletion measured in this study were not trivial, and 

were comparable to amounts of U(VI) reduced in Geobacter metallireducens cultures having 

similar parameters.  Thus if the cells are in fact promoting uranium reduction, either by 

biological or chemical means, this could be of substantial importance to future remediation 

strategies.  Regardless, the data warrants further experimentation and exploration, in order to 

fully explain FRC32's contribution to the uranium-contaminated FRC subsurface. 
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Table 3.1: Results of uranium analysis intercomparison in µg/L.  Error is to 2σ confidence 

SAMPLE KPA (µg/L) ALPHA SPECTROMETRY (µg/L) 

200 µg/L U spike 213 ± 7 178 ± 2 

FRC Groundwater 122 ± 4 116 ± 2 

Finland replicate 1 921 ± 28 877 ± 7 

Finland replicate 2  913 ± 28 873 ± 7 
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Table 3.2: Alpha Spectrometry calculations  

URANIUM SAMPLES 

STANDARD GROUNDWATER FINNLAND #1 FINNLAND #2

K P A

KPA MEASUREMENT 213.255+ 6.594 122.   + 3.   920.565+ 28.459 912.565+28.212

KPA Dilution - 100ul/ml 500 ul/ml 250 ul/ml

ALPHA SPEC

Amont tracer 1 ml 1 ml 1 ml 1 ml

Volume sample (L) 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03

Activity tracer at count 9.95 9.95 9.95 9.95

Time counted (sec) 254109.30 229065.00 230694.00 229819.00

Time counted (min) 4235.16 3817.75 3844.90 3830.32

blank 

counts U238 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00

counts 234 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

counts 235 51.00 51.00 51.00 51.00

bg - detector 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

counts 232 9115.00 9115.00 9115.00 9115.00

ratio 238/232 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ratio 234/232 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ratio 235/238 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

U - 238

background counts 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00

background cpm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Counts 5387.00 3969.00 14813.00 14650.00

Time (minutes) 4235.16 3817.75 3844.90 3830.32

CPM 1.27 1.04 3.85 3.82

CPM-Background 1.27 1.04 3.85 3.82

blank adjusted 1.27 1.04 3.84 3.81

error (CPM) 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

DPM/L 132.00 85.24 646.79 643.49

ERROR DPM/L 1.80 1.35 5.31 5.32

ug/L 177.90 114.88 871.69 867.24

ERROR (uG/L) 2.42 1.82 7.16 7.17

U-234

background counts 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

background cpm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Counts 910.00 1594.00 19297.00 18930.00

Time (minutes) 4235.16 3817.75 3844.90 3830.32

CPM 0.21 0.42 5.02 4.94

CPM-Background 0.21 0.42 5.02 4.94

Blank Adjuted 0.21 0.42 5.02 4.94

error cpm 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04

DPM/L 22.37 34.36 845.47 834.16

errordpm 0.74 0.86 6.09 6.06

ug/L 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.06

error ug/l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

U-235

background counts 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

background cpm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Counts 87.00 156.00 612.00 577.00

Time (minutes) 4235.16 3817.75 3844.90 3830.32

CPM 0.02 0.04 0.16 0.15

CPM-Background 0.02 0.04 0.16 0.15

Blank adjusted 0.02 0.04 0.16 0.15

error cpm 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01

DPM/L 2.13 3.35 26.68 25.22

error dpm 0.23 0.27 1.08 1.05

ug/L 0.44 0.70 5.57 5.27

error ug/l 0.05 0.06 0.23 0.22

U-232

background counts 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

background cpm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Counts 8090.00 9228.00 9079.00 9028.00

Time (minutes) 4235.16 3817.75 3844.90 3830.32

CPM 1.91 2.42 2.36 2.36

CPM-Background 1.91 2.42 2.36 2.36

TOTAL U (ug/L) 178.35 115.58 877.32 872.57

error U (ug/L) 2.42 1.83 7.17 7.17

KPA 213.26 122.26 920.57 912.57

6.59 3.78 28.46 28.21

Difference 34.91 6.68 43.25 40.00

KPA is this % of alpha spec 119.57 105.78 104.93 104.58
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Table 3.3 Summary of the extent of U(VI) depletion in pure cultures of FRC32 and Geobacter 

metalllireducens.  All cultures contained 20 mM acetate.  FRC32 and G. metalllireducens 

cultures were grown using 5 mM Fe(III)-NTA and 50mM Fe(III) citrate as the electron acceptor, 

respectively.  Values represent the average of duplicate or triplicate cultures. 

 

Isolate  Uranium 

(µg/L) 

Cell 

conc. 

Cells 

(Live, Heat-

killed) 

Time 

 (days) 

Uranium 

Depletion (%) 

FRC32  23800 106 Live 90 21.2 

FRC32  119000 106 Live 90 40.1 

FRC32  238000 106 Live 90 60.2 

FRC32  1190000 106 Live 90 35.0 

FRC32  119000 106 HK 90 21.6 

FRC32  119000 109 Live 90 70.8 

FRC32  119000 109 HK 90 75.7 

FRC32  238000 109 Live 21 71.4 

FRC32  238000 109 HK 21 78.5 

Geobacter 

metallireducens 

119000 106 Live 30 85.9 

Geobacter 

metallireducens 

119000 106 HK 30 0.0 

No Cells  119000 - - 30 0.0 
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Table 3.4 Summary of U(VI) reduction rates in pure cultures of strain FRC32 and Geobacter 

metalllireducens.   

 

Culture Rate U(VI) reduction 

(in µg cell-1 day-1) 

Time of rate 

measurement 

(days) 

FRC32, 100umU, 106 cells 1.7 * 10-6 4 

FRC32, 500umU, 106 cells 4.8* 10-6 4 

FRC32, 1000umU, 106 cells 6.3 * 10-6 4 

FRC32, 5000umU, 106 cells 2.2 * 10-5 4 

FRC32-HK, 500umU, 106 cells 1.9 * 10-6 4 

G.metallireducens 500umU, 106 cells 6.9 * 10-6 5 

FRC32, 500umU, 109 cells 6.4 * 10-8 4 

FRC32-HK, 500umU, 109 cells 9.0 * 10-8 4 

FRC32, 1000umU, 109 cells 9.0 * 10-8 21 

FRC32-HK, 1000umU, 109 cells 8.7 * 10-8 21 

G.metallireducens 500umU, 106 cells 2.6 * 10-6 30 

FRC32, 100umU, 106 cells 4.8 * 10-8 90 

FRC32, 500umU, 106 cells 7.4 * 10-7 90 

FRC32, 1000umU, 106 cells 1.6 * 10-6 90 

FRC32, 5000umU, 106 cells 4.1 * 10-6 90 

FRC32-HK, 500umU, 106 cells 1.4 * 10-7 90 

FRC32, 500umU, 109 cells 8.1 * 10-9 90 

FRC32-HK, 500umU, 109 cells 6.9 * 10-9 90 
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Figure 3.1: Spectra of standard 

Figure 3.2: Spectra of FRC groundwater sample 
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Figure 3.3: Spectra of Finland groundwater sample 

Figure 3.4: Spectra of Finland Sample Duplicate 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 

Bioremediation, or the use of organisms to clean up contaminants, will become 

increasingly important in the future as global population continues to grow and deplete the 

world’s natural resources such as groundwater. Radioactive metal contaminants represent a 

threat to global aquifers used for drinking water, which has huge implications with regard to 

human health and the financial resources necessary for their remediation. Biostimulation by the 

addition of carbon substrates has been shown to stimulate the reduction and immobilization of 

radioactive metals such as U(VI) in contaminated subsurface environments. However, in order to 

develop effective bioremediation strategies for contaminant metals, the mechanisms or 

controlling variables of metal reduction need to be better understood, especially in acidic 

subsurface environments.  Through characterization of metal reduction and metal-reducing 

bacteria in acidic subsurface sediments, results presented herein provide important inputs for 

reaction-based biogeochemical models that will greatly aid in the development of in situ 

radionuclide remediation strategies. 

An array of microbiological and geochemical techniques was used to examine metal 

reduction in materials from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Natural and Accelerated 

Bioremediation Research (NABIR)'s Field Research Center (FRC), in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 

where subsurface sediments are co-contaminated with high levels of U(VI) and nitrate. The 

combination of low pH and high concentrations of nitrate and radionuclides in an aerobic 

subsurface environment is representative of many contaminated sites across the U.S. and eastern 

Europe. Thus, results are not only important for bioremediation research at the FRC but can also 

be applied to other sites on a global scale.  

The initial objective of this dissertation was to characterize metal-reducing microbial 

communities in FRC subsurface materials (Chapter 1).  Since most probable number (MPN) 

counts showed that Fe(III)-reducing bacteria (FeRB) were abundant and Fe(III) was observed to 
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be an abundant electron acceptor in the FRC subsurface, thesis research focused on the FeRB.   

Environmental parameters, sediment pH and nitrate concentration, were shown to greatly 

influence the growth and community composition of Fe(III)-reducing microbial consortia.  As 

expected based on thermodynamics and relative availability, the abundance of nitrate limited the 

growth of iron-reducing microbial communities.  

When Fe(III)-reducing enrichments from acidic sediments were phylogenetically 

compared to neutral sediment enrichments, vast differences were observed in microbial 

community composition, indicating that contaminants were exerting selective pressures on 

microbial diversity.  In enrichment cultures of acidic sediments cultured at acidic pH, only gram 

positive sequences were detected. In enrichments of acidic sediments cultivated at neutral pH, 

sequences of the recently-characterized FeRB, Anaeromyxobacter dehalogens, were detected in 

abundance, as opposed to sequences similar to members of the Geobacteraceae, which were 

detected in higher pH pristine sediments cultivated at neutral pH.  Quantitative PCR analysis of 

16S rRNA gene sequences extracted directly from subsurface sediments corroborated cultivation 

data, showing that Geobacteraceae sequences were one to two orders of magnitude less 

abundant in contaminated as compared to pristine environments. This study represents the first 

time that FeRB were cultivated from acidic subsurface sediments.  To date, only members of 

Shewanellae and Geobacteraceae families have been used as model metal-reducing 

microorganisms in development of bioremediation strategies of metal contaminants.  Results 

suggest the need for alternate model organisms, such as gram positive FeRB or those capable of 

spore formation to be established to improve bioremediation strategies for acidic contaminated 

sediments such as the FRC. 

In chapter two, microbial communities were studied in sediment microcosms under near 

in situ conditions in order to establish rates of respiration and to assess which environmental 

parameters might be governing activity. For the first time, rates of nitrate reduction, metal 

reduction, and electron donor utilization were measured in acidic subsurface sediments across a 

range of environmental variables (pH, nitrate) relevant to bioremediation. Microbial activity was 

minimal at pH 5 or below and in the absence of added electron donor, indicating that acidity is a 

master variable controlling microbial metabolism in FRC sediments.  In concurrence with 

previous studies of neutrophilic uranium-contaminated subsurface environments, metal reduction 

in the acidic subsurface did not occur until nitrate was depleted to low levels in response to pH 
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neutralization and carbon substrate addition.  Nitrate reduction rates, iron reduction rates, and 

electron donor utilization rates in neutralized acidic microcosms were among the most rapid 

reported for aquatic sedimentary environments.  

When designing a biostimulation strategy for the acidic FRC subsurface, one initial 

concern was that high nitrate concentrations often accompanying low pH in uranium-

contaminated sediments may inhibit microbial activity.  In contrast, dissertation results showed 

that extremely high nitrate concentrations do not appear to be toxic to the indigenous organisms 

in FRC sediments as similar rates of microbial metabolism were observed in microcosms where 

the initial nitrate concentrations ranged from 20 to nearly 500 mM.  In fact, nitrate may have 

even led to an increase in the abundance of FeRB in otherwise electron - acceptor limited 

sediments, suggesting that the populations responsible for Fe(III) and nitrate reduction may 

overlap. 

The nitrate reduction process within contaminated sediments appeared to have different 

controls dependent on sediment pH.  While both ethanol and glucose additions resulted in 

stimulation of denitrification in neutral sediments, these substrates stimulated different pathways 

in acidic sediments.  In acidic sediments, the glucose-amended treatments shifted toward 

dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium, whereas ethanol amendments continued to 

stimulate denitrification.  

Electron donors added to FRC sediment were determined to stimulate microbial 

metabolism leading to Fe(III) reduction in the following order: glucose >  ethanol > lactate > 

hydrogen.  A mass balance of C equivalents was obtained in glucose and ethanol-amended 

microcosms. Microbiological field studies and geochemical analysis of microcosms in the 

laboratory combined to support convergent conclusions.  For example, the effects of electron 

donor selection on the community composition of culturable FeRB mirrored those on microbial 

Fe(III) reduction activity in microcosm experiments.  The phylogenetic analysis of enrichments 

using acetate, lactate, and glycerol varied greatly among carbon substrate amendments in 

contaminated sediments cultivated at neutral pH.  In contaminated sediment enriched at neutral 

pH, lactate amendments yielded the fewest distinct clones, suggestive of lower diversity.  In 

neutral sediment microcosm experiments, lactate was not effective at consistent stimulation of 

microbial activity.  Only glucose and ethanol were effective electron donors in neutral sediments 

containing nitrate.  In acidic sediments, either enriched at acidic pH or neutralized and amended, 
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glucose emerged as the most effective electron donor.  In acidic sediment enrichments cultivated 

at an acidic pH, glucose was the only substrate which yielded any iron reducing activity, and 

these MPNs were higher than any other contaminated MPN experiments to date from the FRC.  

This trend of glucose stimulating iron reduction was also detected in acidic sediment microcosms 

which had been neutralized. In acidic neutralized microcosms, the presence of ethanol stimulated 

nitrate reduction, but its continued presence appeared to hinder iron reduction. Results point to 

the use glucose for the enhancement of metal reduction in FRC acidic contaminated subsurface 

sediments. 

A large potential for Fe(III) reduction and therefore uranium reduction exists in acidic 

subsurface environments represented by the FRC.  Though biostimulation leads to rapid nitrate 

and metal reduction, environmental extremes appear to have selected for microbial communities 

with different metabolic pathways, and metal reduction may be primarily catalyzed by 

fermentative bacteria in neutralized acidic sediments.  Thus, the response of microbial 

communities to selective pressures must be taken into account when designing bioremediation 

strategies for metal contaminants in the acidic subsurface.  

In chapters 1 and 3, the overlap of Fe(III)- and U(VI)-reducing microbial communities 

was assessed as enrichment cultures and a pure culture of Fe(III)-reducing bacteria isolated from 

the FRC subsurface were further examined for their ability to reduce U(VI).  Uranium analysis 

by kinetic phosphorescence was intercalibrated and it’s accuracy assessed using an alpha 

spectrometer. In enrichment cultures, rapid U(VI) reduction was observed with millimolar 

amounts reduced in less than two days as compared to heat-killed controls (chapter 1). Results 

indicated that culturable, indigenous FeRB from the FRC contained uranium-reducing ability. 

The potential for uranium reduction was further explored after successful isolation and 

purification of a microorganism from the acidic FRC subsurface capable of growth with Fe(III) 

oxide as the sole electron acceptor.  Strain FRC32, named for the core borehole location, was 

found to be closely related to Geobacter as well as to phylotypes retrieved from DNA extracts of 

FRC sediments.  FRC32 was isolated on acetate as a carbon substrate and appears to be more 

selective with respect to substrate utlization in comparison to previously cultured Geobacter 

species.   In addition, FRC32 appeared to prefer low concentrations of electron acceptor. When 

FRC32 was tested for uranium reduction ability, results varied according to the amounts of 

uranium tested, cell concentrations, and even between replicates (chapter 3). Up to 90% of 
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23,800 – 1,190,000 µg/L uranium (VI) was depleted in experiments. However, depletion of 

U(VI) in killed-control cultures suggests either a strong potential for abiotic reduction, cell 

sorption and precipitation by U(VI), or the ability of strain FRC32 to form spores. Thus, 

potential for uranium reduction was observed, but further research is necessary to determine 

which environmental parameters are controlling uranium transformation and / or sorption by this 

organism.   

The research performed in this dissertation has provided important data to apply toward 

future bioremediation efforts in the acidic subsurface at the FRC and at sites throughout the 

world. The combination of microbial and geochemical characterization enabled an evaluation of 

controlling environmental parameters and community dynamics relevant to the bioremediation of 

metal contaminants. Though many of the same thermodynamic and geochemical constraints 

apply, metal-reducing microbial communities clearly are exposed to unique selective pressures in 

the acidic subsurface and these pressures impact their metabolism.   Future remediation efforts 

will benefit from further elucidation of the overlap between metal- and nitrate-reducing 

populations as well as determination of the contribution of fermentative metal-reduction to 

contaminant transformation. 
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